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This thesis explores how autobiographical writing about motherhood in memoir form 
can be used to initiate powerful new understandings of the maternal experience, and 
of broader societal issues. Using a combination of exegetical and creative non-fiction 
forms, the project examines and seeks to mobilise the assertion made by Elizabeth 
Podnieks and Andrea O’Reilly that motherhood memoirs are “political, personal and 
creative narratives” (2). Building from this, the exegesis considers the political and 
social power of recent motherhood memoir by engaging with some key sources of 
critique.  
In 2010 O’Reilly noted that despite its potential as a site of social change, the 
genre of motherhood memoir had lost its potency, with much popular motherhood 
memoir devolving into “rant” (210). She called on motherhood memoir writers to 
reconceive the form and take mother writing “from rant to revolution” (212). 
O’Reilly’s critique of motherhood memoir is used as a springboard for analysis of a 
range of texts in the exegetical component of this thesis. Four Australian texts are 
assessed to consider diverse representations of empowered mothering written in 
innovative styles and to create a context for an original creative work, “Binding”, also 
submitted as part of this thesis. These texts are Reaching One Thousand: A Story of 
Love, Motherhood and Autism (2012) by Rachel Robertson, all the beginnings: a 
queer autobiography of the body (2015) by Quinn Eades, Giulia Giuffre’s Primavera 
or, The Time of Your Life (2011) and Things I Didn’t Expect (When I Was Expecting) 
(2013) by Monica Dux. In addition, a close reading of Maggie Nelson’s The 
Argonauts (2016) aims to illustrate how Nelson takes mother writing beyond the 
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revolution that O’Reilly called for, as she challenges the binary distinctions and 
heteronormativity inherent in most mother writing and pushes against stylistic 
boundaries. The analysis draws on the interdisciplinary academic field of feminist 
maternal studies. Collectively, these works reflect a trend towards a genre that looks 
outward, rather than inward. The memoir writing examined mostly shows a 
determination to link personal mothering experiences with the social, political, 
economic, and cultural contexts within which it is performed. I posit also that the 
range of writing styles of these authors reflects their purpose, which can be seen to 
challenge existing thinking, forms of expression and perspectives. 
I then examine the thematic and stylistic concerns of my manuscript, 
“Binding”. The creative work, as a hybrid of creative and non-fictional modes, seeks 
to offer a new exploration of the way motherhood complicates a woman’s life through 
an examination of core themes of agency, power and selfhood. It explores these 
themes through the interplay of the personal, the professional, and the socio-political. 
It aims to contribute a unique textual representation of mothering from the perspective 
of a single parent and a social worker in order to humanise the statistics related to 
domestic violence, divorce, gender inequity in the workplace, and the feminisation of 
poverty. The thesis aims to offer a new study that adds to the cultural and literary 
criticism of motherhood memoir and showcases the possibilities of motherhood 
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Elizabeth Podnieks and Andrea O’Reilly write in Textual Mothers/Maternal Texts 
(2010) that mothers use textual spaces to “accept, embrace, negotiate, reconcile, 
resist, and challenge traditional conceptions of mothering” and offer alternative 
visions for mothers (1-2). Podnieks and O’Reilly’s understanding of maternal texts as 
“political, personal and creative” (2) will be used as a framework in which to survey 
and contextualise the works examined in this study, and to frame a broader discussion 
about the limits and possibilities of motherhood memoir. In a chapter within the same 
edited volume, O’Reilly, after reading a selection of popular motherhood memoirs, 
claims that motherhood memoir as a form has lost its potency as an agent of social 
change, and that the popular form of motherhood memoir had become nothing more 
than a “rant” (210). She calls on writers to reconceive motherhood memoir and take it 
“from rant to revolution” (212). In this exegesis I address such critiques through an 
examination of five texts, four in a survey of contemporary Australian works, and The 
Argonauts as an exemplar text, to show the possibilities of autobiographical mother 
writing. The examination of texts will engage with O’Reilly’s critique and provide a 
positive assessment of the potential of autobiographical mother writing as a force for 
social change. 
This analysis will draw on the interdisciplinary field of feminist maternal or 
mothering scholarship, which includes scholars from the fields of psychology, 
sociology, literary studies and gender studies, who draw on their lived experience and 
their scholarship to define and challenge motherhood as institution and mothering as 
practice (Dymond and Willey 5). This scholarship explores the role and potential of 
feminism in resisting and transforming the normative gendered roles of mothers and 
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motherhood, and it seeks to challenge the strictures of language to find new modes of 
representation (Epstein 106). This analysis specifically draws on O’Reilly’s work, as 
a prominent scholar, advocate and publisher in this space. O’Reilly presents 
motherhood as the unfinished business of feminism and argues that mothers need a 
feminism that puts the concerns of mothers at its centre for a theory and a politic on 
and for women’s empowerment (Baby Out). Motherhood does not seem to be a focus 
in modern gender theory. Amy Westervelt in a 2018 article in The Guardian notes 
fewer than three per cent of journal articles, papers, or textbooks published on gender 
theory focus on motherhood. Westervelt adds that gendered expectations of women 
around mothering can impact all women, whether they are mothers or not (1). 
O’Reilly uses the term matricentric feminism to position mothers’ concerns as 
a starting point for women’s empowerment. O’Reilly (2017) and Petra Bueskens (xv) 
identify the need for such a feminism because of the disadvantage women face in 
their careers, income, leisure time, and inequalities within the home.  
Storying motherhood is one way that the impact and nuances of the mothering 
experience can be understood by writers and readers and the empowering and 
disempowering aspects of motherhood can be examined. Motherhood memoir links 
closely with feminist maternal scholarship discourse because in writing memoir, the 
mother’s experience has authority, her agency is legitimated and it is this that works 
to disrupt existing motherhood discourses (Epstein 111). 
Eight years after O’Reilly’s article calling for revolution was published, Maria 
Tumarkin (2018) identified “the over-memoirisation of motherhood” (178). She 
wants writers to break out of the “unmistakable formula” (180) of the first-person 
linear narrative of most popular motherhood memoir which she refers to as engaging 
in the “formal and intellectual domestication of motherhood” (180). She advocates for 
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the value of motherhood memoir, but wonders if the personal narrative approach 
might be limiting other possible conversations (185). At the same time she cites texts 
that are making a difference, including The Argonauts.  
Tumarkin identifies a standard structural critique of motherhood memoir as 
outlined below: 
 
Many writers of motherhood memoir are so bound up in their class (usually 
middle), race (usually white), privilege (usually unmistakable) and whatever 
else (cisgender, English language) that they end up writing accounts blind to 
their place in the world and/or seek to perpetuate the authors’ privilege and 
(sometimes willful, sometimes unconscious) blindness. And because many of 
these writers tend to be relatively comfortable, they end up depoliticising and 
privatising motherhood/mothering in ways detrimental to others. (185) 
 
Tumarkin finds such critiques illuminating, but indiscriminate (185). She would 
prefer to see “explorations of mothering (and much else besides) that could break 
open conventions of thought and form” (182).  
Collectively, O’Reilly’s and Tumarkin’s arguments will inform the broader 
purpose of the exegesis and the creative artifact accompanying it, which is to explore 
the possibilities and the limitations of autobiographical mother writing. Their analyses 
offer up a challenge for motherhood memoir to break free from the limiting “new 
momism” ideology and to allow for explorations of empowered mothering, to be 
more stylistically adventurous and to advocate for social change.  
 I will begin by outlining the parameters of the research and the key terms that 
inform the analysis, starting with the language of motherhood. “Mother” is one of the 
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oldest words in the English language; the word “motherhood”, however, is relatively 
new (Dally 17). “Motherhood” dates back to the 1400s yet motherhood has 
historically been seen as a universal trait in women, ingrained in their biological 
make-up (Ross 1-2). This exegesis will adopt a position that motherhood is a 
construction. That is, that each woman who enters motherhood does so influenced by 
cultural, political, economic and social contexts, which are underpinned by their 
physical and mental health, and their personal relationships, including their sexual 
orientations (Ross 2). In addition, a woman’s experience of motherhood is affected by 
her personal experience of pregnancy, childbirth, childcare, work and relationships. 
Motherhood memoir has the power to show unique expressions of mothering 
experiences through individual stories. The writing O’Reilly criticises has focused on 
personal experiences, whereas the memoir writing I will examine mostly shows a 
determination to link personal experiences with social, political, economic, and 
cultural contexts.  
The French feminist writers from the 1970s-1980s encouraged women to 
express themselves and their sexuality as a dangerous and revolutionary act to 
overcome the limitations of masculine language and the limitations on women’s 
sexual experience. Helene Cixous in her essay, “The Laugh of the Medusa”, 
published in 1975, claims a feminist text “is volcanic; as it is written it brings about 
an upheaval of the old property crust, carrier of masculine investments; there’s no 
other way” (258). In order to creatively show this challenge to male language and 
writing, Helene Cixous, Luce Irigaray and Julia Kristeva play with form and 
language. They write in a personal style directly addressing the reader, to find their 
jouissance (the absolute pleasure) that can come from writing the body free of 
limiting patriarchal language and systems.  
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At the same time in the United States, poet and writer Adrienne Rich 
published Of Woman Born in 1976. O’Reilly identifies Rich’s work as the original 
motherhood memoir and the work she credits for providing scholars with the 
analytical tools to study motherhood (From Motherhood 2). Rich identified 
motherhood as a social construction influenced by political, economic and social 
factors, and the understanding of motherhood as an institution (13). “Institutionalised 
motherhood”, Rich writes, “demands of women maternal ‘instinct’ rather than 
intelligence, selflessness rather than self-realisation, relation to others rather than the 
creation of self” (42). As an alternative, Rich introduced the use of “mothering” as a 
verb to refer to an empowered practice determined by the caregiver herself. From this 
it is understood that anyone who is responsible for the economic, educational and 
social care of a child or young adult can perform “mothering”. In opposition to 
motherhood being a gender-based term influenced by biology and instinct, the 
concept of “mothering” opened a space for new discourses on issues such as maternal 
agency and maternal empowerment that have contributed to the reframing of 
motherhood by feminist scholars (O’Reilly Feminist Mothering 185). I draw on 
Rich’s word “mothering” throughout this thesis to distinguish mothering practice 
defined by mothers themselves as opposed to the prescribed gendered notions of 
motherhood1. Although much has changed since Of Woman Born was published, 
caring for children remains gendered work, and it is primarily women doing this 
work.  
Exploring the nature, meaning and language around motherhood remains a 
significant focus in contemporary motherhood memoir, but “motherhood memoir” 
itself is also a problematic term. Tumarkin acknowledges that its “ontological status 
remains unstable” (181) and notes publishers’ predilection to classify books of 
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“thinking, exploration, reportage, cultural critique or all of the above” as motherhood 
memoir when the subject matter is about mothering (183). Picking up on this point, it 
is not a focus of this thesis to debate terms and classifications concerning 
autobiography, memoir or life writing. In this thesis, all works of autobiographical 
writing by mothers are referred to as motherhood memoirs, despite their diversity of 
approaches, styles and themes. At the same time, I acknowledge that memoir is “not a 
single unitary genre or form” (Smith and Watson 4) but one which is always evolving 
and shifting (Dymond and Willey 17). While classifying the works as motherhood 
memoir, I acknowledge that the authors themselves do not necessarily classify their 
works as such. Maggie Nelson, for example, refers to her work as “autotheory” in 
order to avoid having to use the term memoir to “describe autobiographical writing 
that exceeds the boundaries of the personal” (Los Angeles Review of Books). In this 
analysis, however, memoir as a form is not limited to works that are personal; rather, 
to works that are “political, personal and creative” (Podnieks and O’Reilly 2). In 
referring to all these works as motherhood memoir, I acknowledge that I too am guilty 
of what Tumarkin has highlighted as the “cultural ubiquity” (183) of memoir, but find 
that for the purposes of this thesis there is no adequate alternative nomenclature for 
these works. 
This thesis contributes to the study of motherhood memoir, which is “still 
underrepresented as a field of academic research in literature” (Dymond and Willey 
8). For example, in 2010 Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson in Reading Autobiography 
(2010) referred to motherhood memoir as “[a] new genre to emerge in the past decade 
… in which women write about how becoming mothers affects their working lives, 
sexuality, and writing lives” (270). It was as recently as 2013 that Justine Dymond 
and Nicole Willey published the first edited collection of essays devoted to the 
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scholarship of motherhood memoir, Motherhood Memoirs: Mothers Creating/Writing 
Lives. In it they offer an apt definition. They see motherhood memoir as a “site for 
self-representation of the mother as she negotiates her multiple roles and how her 
roles are interpolated by the other aspects of her subjectivity” (10). This definition is 
helpful because it acknowledges that the subject matter considered within this form is 
not limited to the experiences of being a mother. Nor will the themes be limited to 
explorations of motherhood. Rather, what these texts can offer is a view of life 
refracted through the lens of a mother’s experience (10). This is important because, as 
Wendy Hollway writes, “women who are mothers are not only mothers” (8). I will 
argue that the most recent iteration of autobiographical mother writing is happening at 
the nexus of the personal (mothering) and the professional, where writers reflect on 
the discourses of their professional fields to develop new insights about mothering 
and its relationship to broader social issues. I have located much of my creative work, 
“Binding”, in this nexus between the personal and professional. 
My creative work, which is written from the perspective of being in an 
abusive marriage and later from the perspective of being a single mother, aims to fill a 
gap in knowledge because, as Caroline McDonald-Harker writes, “[l]ittle is known 
and little has been written about abused women’s mothering experiences from their 
perspectives, voices and lived experiences” (254). In addition, my experience as a 
social work professional in this situation also can produce unique insights.  
Given the focus in this discussion on the personal, political and creative 
possibilities and limitations of motherhood memoir this exegesis will not focus on an 
analysis on truth-telling in memoir. There is little doubt that the telling of true stories 
is the source of the power of memoir. Nevertheless, it can be argued that an exact 
factual reconstruction of events does not necessarily add value to a text whose focus 
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is to narrate and reflect on a life experience rather than create a historical record. In A 
Guide for Interpreting Life Narratives, Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson make a 
compelling argument for a shift in focus from truth telling and facts, to a focus on 
“communicative exchange and understanding” (13), and I would argue that this is the 
basis from which people may be moved to want to bring about social change.  
O’Reilly’s criticisms offer a basis for assessing whether current texts could 
have the revolutionary impact that Rich’s Of Woman Born had in 1976 (Outlaw(ing) 
Motherhood 7). O’Reilly finds that unlike Rich’s book, contemporary popular 
memoir, known as “mommy lit”, is more personal and less political because these 
works focus on experience rather than ideas (From the Personal 15). She argues that 
these writers fail to focus on mothering as a site for empowerment and political 
activism which Rich identified mothering had the potential to be. She asks, “[i]s it 
enough to identify and detail the difference between our expectations of motherhood 
and its realities, or to simply catalogue and critique the gender inequities of current 
family arrangements without seeking to change them?” (209). O’Reilly answers her 
own question by calling for writers to move this genre of writing from “rant to 
revolution” (212). To be revolutionary, she maintains, writers must expose the 
differences between the myths surrounding motherhood and the reality of mothering 
(that is, they must unmask motherhood) and they must connect this unmasking with a 
broader feminist perspective and movement that shows mothers determining their 
own understandings (209).  
In addition to O’Reilly’s definition, I understand a revolution to be a 
complete, dramatic or sudden change. I will argue that some of the works reviewed in 
this analysis signify such a revolution. I would add to O’Reilly’s definition by 
pointing out that a revolution means a change to the way something is governed. 
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Motherhood memoir has largely explored, and has existed within, a heteronormative 
context. In their explorations of mothering in queer contexts, Nelson and Eades are 
clearly revolutionary. They challenge the heteronormative way that family has been 
constructed by connecting queer and mothering discourses. They integrate the 
maternal and intellectual and as such they offer provocative challenges to gendered 
understandings of motherhood memoir, and to the styles and forms that creative work 
can take. The creative presentation of their intent is revolutionary because they 
indicate that everything in motherhood memoir writing is open to new possibilities, 
thereby challenging the way that motherhood memoir has been governed.  
I will draw on O’Reilly’s extensive research in the area of motherhood, but 
argue that her dualistic framing of autobiographical motherhood writing in terms of 
rant or revolution can be a limited way of viewing the form because motherhood, and 
writing about motherhood, are complicated. The word choice of “rant” or 
“revolution” is interesting. Ranting, it could be argued, carries gendered overtones. 
Ranting could be seen as synonymous with nagging and complaining, something 
women are often accused of, while men are considered to take action and power (to 
be revolutionary). Therefore, these terms might reflect existing power relations within 
society and existing gendered perceptions.  
Before Rich published Of Woman Born, feminists between 1963 and 1975 saw 
caring for children, rather than the social construction of motherhood, as the primary 
source of women’s oppression (Jeremiah 22). Rich’s analysis introduced a critique of 
how motherhood can place women into a position of both strength and vulnerability 
(13). This perspective was more nuanced than the views put forward by the first wave 
feminists and was a significant contribution in shifting feminist thinking from 
essentialist to poststructuralist (Jeremiah 23). She did this by exploring the structures 
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and systems that disempower women, such as the medicalisation of women’s 
pregnant and birthing bodies. She refers to patriarchal structures, systems and myths 
of motherhood collectively as the institution of motherhood (33). She further 
examines the historical and sociological research about matricentric societies and 
concludes, “We do not think of the power stolen from us and the power withheld from 
us” (275). She elucidates the understanding that a mother’s experiences enact and 
interact with wider social narratives about gender, and that mothering could be 
empowering. Many writers since Rich have aimed to reposition their own gendered 
subjectivities as mothers by writing about their experiences.  
 
The first chapter that follows this introduction provides a contextual analysis 
and outlines the academic argument contained within the exegesis. It presents the key 
concerns of the relevant feminist maternal discourse as it relates to motherhood 
memoir, and it seeks to identify why mothers might want to write works that advocate 
for social change. O’Reilly’s analysis of popular motherhood memoir in 2010 led her 
to conclude that the form had lost its strength as a force for social change, largely 
because it re-inscribes the “new momism” ideology (205). My conclusions will differ 
from O’Reilly’s because I will survey motherhood memoir that incorporates ideas 
alongside experience as opposed to motherhood memoir, which is primarily focused 
on experience. 
A counter argument to O’Reilly’s is that motherhood memoir is valuable and 
political in and of itself (Stitt and Powell 7). That is, mothers who write and publish 
their experiences, regardless of their content, literary quality or connection with 
feminist theory, undertake a powerful societal changing act because, as writers, they 
show that writing about motherhood from a mother’s own perspective is worthy of 
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being published. Insisting that creative works be connected to a feminist agenda runs 
the risk of limiting the range of possible expressions of a mother’s experiences and 
ideas.  
Chapter Two traces the possibilities and limitations of autobiographical 
mother writing by examining contemporary texts. Selected Australian texts are 
surveyed to consider diverse representations of empowered mothering written in 
innovative styles. They offer social commentary and critiques on a range of issues 
from the perspective of a mother. These texts, Things I Didn’t Expect (When I Was 
Expecting) (2013) by Monica Dux, Reaching One Thousand: A Story of Love, 
Motherhood and Autism (2012) by Rachel Robertson, all the beginnings: a queer 
autobiography of the body (2015) by Quinn Eades, and Giulia Giuffre’s Primavera, 
or The Time of Your Life (2011) have been published since O’Reilly’s assessment was 
published in 2010. The text selection does not aim to be a representative sample. 
Rather, a snowball technique was used by conducting online searches for Australian 
books published since 2010 using the search terms “motherhood” or “memoir”. 
Blogs, fiction, short stories, anthologies and parenting advice books were excluded. 
This approach is similar to the approach Ivana Brown used for her analysis of 
motherhood memoir in 2006.2 I have deliberately chosen more literary texts to situate 
the creative work while acknowledging that O’Reilly’s critique addressed popular 
motherhood memoir. My assessment of these works will include thematic 
explorations and preoccupations, form and stylistic concerns. I will argue that the 
texts under discussion are creative works that extend beyond traditional 
preoccupations of motherhood memoir. Most challenge the prevailing motherhood 
ideation and represent this creatively.  
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Chapter Three is dedicated to a close reading of Maggie Nelson’s The 
Argonauts (2015). I argue that this is a revolutionary and transformative text because 
of its style and form and its unique appraisal of maternal subjectivity. Nelson takes 
mother writing beyond the revolution O’Reilly called for by challenging the binary 
distinctions and heteronormativity inherent in most autobiographical mother writing. 
She engages in a dialogue about mothering and family in relation to broader social 
issues and pushes against the stylistic boundaries of the memoir form.  
Chapter Four features a discussion of my practice-based research through the 
manuscript titled “Binding”. As a hybrid of creative and non-fictional modes, this text 
seeks to offer a new exploration of the way motherhood complicates a woman’s life 
through an exploration of the themes of agency, power and selfhood. “Binding” 
attempts to humanise the statistics of domestic violence, divorce, gender inequity in 
the workplace and the feminisation of poverty through a personal and social analysis 
to show that agency for mothers can be complex. Like many texts examined in this 
thesis it explores the interplay of the personal/professional and the social/political, 
and is intended to offer new understandings gained from the mothering experience.  
The creative work, a 70,000-word manuscript, follows Chapter Four. 
“Binding” aims to contribute a unique textual representation of mothering. It is 
written from the perspective of a social worker and a mother (who is married and later 
divorced). Rarely are the stories of single mothers as survivors of domestic violence 
heard in literature, and rarer still is the connection in research made between domestic 
violence and motherhood, despite many abused women being mothers (McDonald-
Harker 256). Rosie Batty’s A Mother’s Story, published in 2015, is an exception. As 
such, “Binding” seeks to fill gaps on a number of fronts. “Binding” aims to respond to 
Tumarkin’s challenge by offering “explorations of mothering” that “break open 
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conventions of thought and form” (186) by combining both essayistic and memoir 
elements. The creative work adopts a feminist maternal viewpoint, and learnings from 
the theoretical research for this exegesis have been drawn into the manuscript. As 
such, the creative work and the exegesis are engaged in a strong dialogue. The 
research for the project is practice-based in the paradigm of creative work as practice. 
My methodology is consistent with an academic maternal studies framework 
where one’s own experience as a mother is considered a valuable, reliable and valid 
area of research (Dymond and Willey 12). I situate “Binding” in this context. As 
Dymond and Willey argue, it is “by examining our own lived experience – our 
subjective selves, our multiple positionalities – [that] we allow for change through our 
scholarship and autotheoretical writings” (11-12).  
In summary this thesis explores the possibilities and the limitations of 
autobiographical mother writing, particularly as an agent of social change, by 
examining a range of works and offering my original work. The thesis will ultimately 
problematise O’Reilly’s assessment of motherhood memoir by showing that 
contemporary autobiographical writing from a mother’s perspective engages with 
multiple discourses that reflect the complexity of mother subjectivity. The analysis 
draws on the interdisciplinary academic discourse of feminist maternal thought in 
order to contribute to the expansion of scholarship in this area. My intention overall is 
for the synthesis between the artwork and the exegesis to offer an original 






What is Political About Motherhood Memoir? 
 
We are actively participating in the creation of a cultural storytelling, a 
cultural memory, which both gives meaning to our lived experiences and helps 
us find new models for our lives. We read memoirs, and share some of our 
own stories, to be part of this shared narrative about mothering practice. 
– Dymond and Willey (15)  
 
In a Western individualist culture “[t]he subject of mothers is thick with idealisations” 
(Rose Mothers 12), but these have mostly not been of mothers’ own making (Hirsch 
23). The absence of a long-established history of published autobiographical writing 
by mothers may have contributed to this because mothers have been defined by others 
in narrative form rather than defining themselves (Siegel 172). This lack of a history 
of the subjective mother voice is important to any discussion that contextualises the 
key issues that have shaped the narrativisation and problematisation of motherhood in 
literature (Podnieks and O’Reilly 5). Others voices, particularly that of daughters, 
have been privileged while the mother’s voice has been ignored (Daly and Reddy 1). 
Marianne Hirsch’s research in 1989 found that others’ voices, particularly the 
voices of daughters, have been privileged over mothers’ voices. She asked, “[w]here 
are the voices of mothers, where are their experiences with maternal pleasure and 
frustration, joy and anger?” (23). Anne Enright suggests in her 2004 memoir, Making 
Babies, that little has changed in relation to this historical preference for the voice of 
the child. She writes, “[w]hat I am interested in is not the drama of being a child, but 
this new drama of being a mother … about which so little has been written. Can 
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mothers not hold a pen? Or is it just the fact that we are all children, when we write?” 
(51).  
When the portrayal of mothers is not from the mother’s subjective view, ideas 
about mothers that are not steeped in reality can become established. Roland Barthes, 
in The Pleasure of the Text, identified that myth as “a system of communication that 
has a message” can be incorporated into a culture via secondary meanings inherent in 
its texts. This is how a myth can come to appear as normal (117). In myth the 
meaning can be distorted by the concept, it is the concept of mother within cultural 
texts that is interwoven in levels of signification and distorted. This chapter explores 
some of the myths surrounding motherhood as theorised by feminist maternal 
scholars. The findings will be used in the analysis of the texts in the chapters that 
follow.  
Rich’s motherhood memoir Of Woman Born, (1976) established new ways of 
thinking about motherhood, and the creative and revolutionary possibilities for the 
form. She represents her themes stylistically by juxtaposing personal journal entries 
with essays to represent the struggle between self as a mother and the institution of 
motherhood. This mix of scholarly research and personal experience continues in the 
current works examined, as do her thematic explorations of strength and vulnerability, 
agency, identity and power. Her intent was revolution. By challenging motherhood 
myths and patriarchal thinking she proclaimed that mothers could have “a new 
relationship to the universe” (286). 
Rich’s style and intent, delivered with an angry and insistent tone, was 
impactful.3 Her style worked against the historical focus in the field of autobiography 
that was skewed to the stories of white, Christian males. Such stories were 
traditionally presented as chronological, linear narratives from the perspective of one 
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identity focused on a single goal in “splendid isolation from the world” (Whitlock 
161). In distancing their style from the male individualist selfhood tradition, female 
writers have brought a distinct creative purpose and practice to memoir that has built 
from an understanding of the self as fractured (Whitlock 161). Shari Benstock argues 
that such fractures can be addressed in the memoir form because it can allow “women 
to access that very ‘private self’ while also joining that sense of self to the concerns 
with gender, race, class and historical and political conditions” (11). The authors of 
the texts examined in this chapter and the following chapter also join their sense of 
self with broader concerns. Whitlock adds that autobiography can “reflect back on 
how individuals are categorized and attached to identities, and how identities are 
invariably produced within the social, political and cultural domain” (5). The fusion 
of the personal with social and political questions in maternal autobiographical 
writing has meant that women have often found new stylistic ways to express 
themselves. This fluidity of form to support the intent and purpose of the content is 
evident in the works examined in the next two chapters. Taken together, these works 
blend elements of essay, disability discourse, memoir, images, intertextuality, literary 
collage, poetry and literary discourse, as well as conventional narrative. Such stylistic 
elements are often used to connect their experiences with social and political aspects 
of their positions. 
Such approaches have not been universally embraced, however. Natalie Kon-
yu in an article in The Conversation explains that the history of privileging male 
concerns and voices has led to a binary in which the work of women writers is still 
often viewed as “sentimental, interior and domestic”, while male writers’ works are 
seen as realistic, “large and worldly” (The Conversation). She quotes Margaret 
Atwood: “when a man writes about things like doing the dishes, it’s realism; when a 
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woman does it it’s an unfortunate genetic limitation” (The Conversation). Perhaps 
O’Reilly’s critique of motherhood memoir can be seen in a similar way – that is, 
when motherhood memoir writers link their writing with a larger, feminist view it is 
considered a revolution, but if an individual woman writes to complain about her own 
domestic situation and not link it to a larger world-view it is considered a rant.  
Sheena Wilson instead focuses on the value in the experiential positioning of 
mothering when she writes, “[w]riting and publishing motherhood memoir signals the 
writer’s perception that her mothering experience is significant and worthy” (3). More 
broadly, this shows the relationship between writing and motherhood in that a woman 
is empowered to shape and curate the meaning of her own experience, and that this is 
worthy of being considered to be literature (Stitt and Powell 6).  
Australian motherhood memoir author and literary critic, Susan Johnson, 
identifies the value in being able to write one’s story. “If I met you face to face,” she 
writes, “I could not begin to describe to you the shape of the place I have been but my 
writing could do it” (xii). Her mothering story recounts her experience after suffering 
a fistula as a result of giving birth and the impact of this on her life. It is in this way 
that memoir can become a powerful political tool when it allows for self-expression 
of complex matters.  
Nevertheless, some voices appear more in published motherhood memoir than 
others. These texts are primarily written by white, heterosexual, middle-class women 
(Hewett 25; Tumarkin 185). This, of course, limits any claims that can be made for 
the genre’s representation of mothers’ experiences and views, and similarly limits 
claims made about this form being a political tool.  
Furthermore, memoir’s focus on individual life stories may preclude 
explorations that do not fit the individual mothering model (Willey 201). This can 
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potentially limit voices and therefore understandings about the value and diversity of 
such experiences. Aileen Moreton-Robinson raises an important critique. She argues 
that the concept of ‘other voices’ arises from the white privileged position that is 
inherent in the cultural systems that were established through the dispossession and 
subordination of Aboriginal people (xxv). Because whiteness is not viewed through 
the lens of difference (xxiii) she argues that such views cannot represent Indigenous 
women (xxii) who are concerned with sustaining and maintaining cultural integrity 
and achieving self-determination (xxv).  
Patrice Di Quinzio also warns that individual accounts of motherhood, such as 
those portrayed in motherhood memoir, run the risk of generalising or essentialising 
motherhood, which can lead to the silencing of the marginalised (28) unless “multiple 
accounts of mothering” are allowed so they will contradict each other (247). Memoir 
easily lends itself to a Western individualist approach, but this approach also 
underpins a number of the binaries that can be limiting: self and other, mind and 
body, public and private, nature and culture, male and female (Di Quinzio 7-11). 
While a focus on individual personal stories would appear to be counter to a 
collective political goal of bringing about social change, Nancy Miller sees the 
possibility for memoir to “serve to help us escape from the strictly personal to 
contemplate the bigger picture” (25), and that hearing them helps societies to 
overcome the limited constructions of motherhood that can impact across society 
(Frye 190). This describes precisely the texts I review in this study. The examination 
of texts will reveal an increasing diversity of concerns for writers, incorporating 
issues outside of motherhood that focus on overcoming the binaries referred to above.  
Tumarkin criticises popular motherhood memoir for engaging in “the formal 
and intellectual domestication of motherhood” (180) and calls for women writing 
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about mothering to not “reproduce clichés of form, language and thought”. Her 
preference is for “a getting at and through motherhood in unexpected ways”. She 
suggests introducing a “hybridity of form”, and an “opening up of language” are ways 
to do this (186). The hybrid works chosen for this survey highlight how their creative 
and political goals work together in each of their personal stories.  
It is not a stretch to argue that the historical absence of the mother’s voice in 
published literature may have impeded mothers’ visibility in society, particularly for 
those without privilege, and that the impacts of this could be felt today.4 Research 
conducted by Catherine Verniers and Jorge Vala between 1994 and 2012 with 51,632 
respondents across 18 countries shows that prevailing motherhood myths play a 
mediating role in justifying and perpetuating gender discrimination in the workplace, 
even when these countries promote gender equality (1). Motherhood myths include 
the assumptions that women are naturally endowed with parenting abilities, and that 
stay-at-home mothers provide the best nurturing (3). O’Reilly outlines the ideological 
assumptions that underpin normative motherhood and modern motherhood myths as: 
essentialisation, privatisation, individualisation, normalisation, biologisation, 
expertisation and depoliticisation (Feminist Mothering 187). I paraphrase O’Reilly’s 
presentation of these assumptions. Firstly, essentialisation is the assumption that a 
mother’s identity as a woman implies that she is a natural carer for her child and this 
care is based on instinct and habit rather than skill and intelligence. Privatisation is the 
assumption that the best place for childcare is in the private realm of the home and 
individualisation is the assumption that this care is best done by one person. 
Normalisation implies that the nuclear family type is the best family model. 
Biologisation sees the birth mother as the ideal mother. Expertisation is where the 
mother is informed by experts who ensure all her time is spent tending to children’s 
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needs (187; 191). These ideas work together to depoliticise caring work as a solely 
private, non-political undertaking with no social importance and therefore the 
responsibility for this work is seen as a private matter not a social one.  
Verniers and Vala add that myths about mothers as natural carers of children 
can also work to pathologise alternative arrangements. This can result in the depiction 
of employed mothers as neglectful and as a threat to family relationships (3). They 
also argue that such myths have the potential to create psychological barriers which 
discourage mothers from furthering their careers (18) and prevent men taking up a 
greater involvement in childcare (18). These assumptions underpin the standards by 
which mothers are judged, and by which they often judge themselves (Goodwin and 
Huppatz 1). Ideological assumptions serve to regulate women and are reinforced in 
society’s institutions, and it is these assumptions that O’Reilly wants memoir to 
challenge. If myths can bring about discrimination, then by extension myth-busting 
(in motherhood memoir) could also bring about social change as mother writers create 
new expressions and understandings of their mothering and “change patriarchal 
motherhood” (O’Reilly Motherhood Memoir 210). This is the possibility for 
motherhood memoir. 
The World Economic Forum’s “Gender Gap Report 2016” indicates that in the 
10 years prior, the global gender gap across education, economics and politics had 
closed by 3 to 4 per cent. Although this is good news, extrapolating this positive 
trajectory shows that it will take 118 years to close the economic gap entirely, well 
beyond any living woman’s lifetime (Verniers and Vala 1). The gender pay gap in 
Australia is 15.3 per cent, which means that female full-time employees take home 
$251.20 less than their male counterparts each week in full time adult ordinary 
earnings, or 85 cents for every $1 a man earns (Gender Equality Fact Sheet 2018). 
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These gender inequalities exist despite policies, which genuinely aim to tackle gender 
discrimination in recruitment, salaries and wages and promotion.  
This connects with mothering because becoming a mother increases a 
woman’s risk of discrimination in the workforce, which can lead to long-term 
economic disadvantage (Gender Equality Fact Sheet 2018). It states that one in two 
mothers reported experiencing discrimination in the workplace, either during 
pregnancy, while on parental leave, or on return to work, and almost one in five 
mothers indicated that they were made redundant, restructured or dismissed, or that 
their contracts were not renewed during their pregnancy when they requested or took 
parental leave or when they returned to work. Discrimination at this time can lock 
mothers out of decent paid positions and harm their career prospects for years to 
come. Consequently, mothers are over-represented among part-time and casual 
workers in low-paid and insecure work, and they continue to be under-represented in 
leadership roles. This inequity is often impacted by years out of the workforce 
providing unpaid care for others, returning to part-time work or underemployment by 
taking the only roles that offer flexibility or fit with school hours. Inequalities in pay 
and position can impact women’s advancement in their working lives and their 
incomes in retirement. For example, the average superannuation payout for women in 
Australia aged 60–64 was only 58 per cent that of men in 2015–2016 (Gender 
Equality Fact Sheet 2018). As a result, women are more likely to experience poverty, 
housing stress and even homelessness as they age, and this is especially so for women 
who have spent years caring for children. Lone parents, primarily mothers, are 33 per 
cent more likely than a member of the general population to be living in poverty 
(Australian Council of Social Services). 
Despite these entrenched inequalities, more progress has been made towards 
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equality in the workplace than in the home. Women spend almost twice as much time 
each day performing unpaid care work compared to men while seventy per cent of 
primary unpaid carers for children are women (Gender Equality Fact Sheet 2018). 
This means that mothers often perform double shifts. Joanne Baker puts it simply: 
“cultural values and social structures of family and workplace have not changed at the 
same pace as women’s needs and expectations” (178).  
One possibility for motherhood memoir which I aim to explore in “Binding” is 
to show creatively how these myths connect with such structural inequalities and the 
impact this can have on an individual mother’s life. Lynn Kuechle writes that 
“[p]eople are swayed to look at old issues in a new way by hearing stories, real stories 
from real mothers about real-life challenges and triumphs” (219). In keeping with 
Kuechle’s view, my creative work aims to contribute to an impetus for social change. 
It aims to humanise some of the statistics outlined above by presenting a narrative 
about how I have been impacted by such structural inequalities while at the same time 
acknowledging my privileged position as a white middle class educated professional.  
The above statistics are connected with a contemporary “new momism” 
ideology. “New momism” was introduced by Susan Douglas and Meredith Michaels 
in The Mommy Myth in 2004 as “a highly romanticised and yet demanding view of 
motherhood in which the standards for success are impossible to meet” (4).5 This 
concept builds on Sharon Hays’ previous analysis of “intensive mothering” in The 
Cultural Contradictions of Motherhood, (1996) and connects to broader motherhood 
myths. It is because of the influence of “new momism” ideology, O’Reilly contends, 
that popular motherhood memoir fails to move beyond a rant (205). “New momism” 
captures the understanding that despite women working more, mothers are expected 
to be more involved with their children, and this means that being a mother is more 
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labour intensive and time consuming than ever. Also, despite women being better 
educated than previous generations, raising children now involves expert advice on 
every matter related to children and the commercialisation of pregnancy and 
childrearing (Douglas and Michaels 299). As Ross points out, discourses that place 
these expectations on mothers “entwine maternal perfection with consumerism and 
within a neoliberal discourse” (27). O’Reilly argues that any motherhood memoir that 
does not question such discourse becomes part of the problem.  
Contemporary discourses which place unreasonable expectations on mothers 
can be seen as a refinement of a longstanding patriarchal approach of judging all 
mothers as either good or bad. Put simply, the ‘good’ mother ideology means that 
motherhood is scrutinised in a way that fatherhood is not (Goodwin and Huppatz 5). 
Fathers can put their needs before their children’s needs and not be judged, whereas a 
mother will be assessed negatively for doing so. These ideals can result from deeply 
held beliefs that are produced and reproduced through the media, through government 
policy, and via institutions such as work and education (Goodwin and Huppatz 2). 
Although family work may be shared, the expectations of what is considered 
‘adequate parenting’ have changed so although fathers have increased their 
participation in childcare and housework, mothers have also increased their time with 
their children. Douglas and Michaels capture this notion by explaining that the “new 
momism” “is not about subservience to men. It is about subservience to children” 
(Douglas and Michaels 299).  This subservience now requires that mothers spend time 
at their children’s schools, become more involved in homework, organise and drive 
children to after-school activities, tutor children, prepare them gourmet meals, and 
“shop” for the “right” school for them to attend. I attempt to capture the very real 
impact such expectations had on my life in my creative work.  
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The alternative, as outlined by O’Reilly, is for mothers to consciously replace 
the “new momism” ideology with a “feminist mothering” ideology, which she defines 
as any mothering practice that seeks to challenge and change limiting aspects of 
patriarchal motherhood (Feminist Mothering 370). Feminist mothering emphasises 
the empowering capacity of mothers to “use their position as mothers to lobby for 
social and political change” (Between the Baby 326). O’Reilly suggests that 
motherhood memoirs can re-write mythologised, self-limiting roles and show a range 
of lifestyles beyond the idea that there is only one way to mother, and show mothers 
with a selfhood outside of motherhood (Between the Baby 371). Specific examples 
might include mothers following career aspirations and mothers choosing childcare 
over full-time caring. She writes that another example would be partners taking 
responsibility for household chores and childcare; instead, she argues, fathers are 
mostly absent from the daily parenting tasks in popular motherhood memoirs with no 
explanation provided (Motherhood Memoir 211). In contrast, she notes that childcare 
was a central theme in the memoirs published in the three decades before the “new 
momism” ideology took hold (Motherhood Memoir 211).  
Motherhood memoir author and academic, Joanne Frye, adds that real-life 
accounts can allow us to “resist simplistic notions of the ‘good’ mother as selfless, the 
‘bad’ mother as selfish, and develop instead a fuller understanding of the human 
mother as an active and thinking self” (191). Like O’Reilly, Frye asks why this is not 
happening. Why, she wonders, is it so difficult to find in narrative form the kinds of 
experiential insights that we assume derive from living as a mother? (187) Frye 
answers her own questions by listing the difficulties that writers face when writing 
about their maternal experiences (189). I paraphrase some of these difficulties. Firstly, 
mothering and writing are largely perceived to be mutually exclusive. The ethics 
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connected with a mother writing about her children can lead to a mother being 
labelled as “bad” if she asserts her own maternal complexity. (This will be explored in 
the next chapter). Next is the notion that mothers are, by definition, objects – 
embedded in the imaginings of their children rather than active agents who are able to 
speak for themselves. Also, motherhood memoir is received in a culture that perceives 
mothers as not interesting or not a proper subject for literature (Shirley Garner 87 in 
Frye 189). Then there is the difficulty for mothers to speak honestly, in part because 
of the maternal role as protector of children, and in part because of the prevailing idea 
of a mother as having a singular identity, without complexity – without a sexual 
identity or concerns beyond her children. Finally, Frye argues that the forms for 
mother writing are simply not there (189). Some of these difficulties will be discussed 
as significant issues in the following chapters, but I argue that the analysed works 
show that exceptional contemporary forms of autobiographical mother writing are 
available.  
Taking one of Frye’s points, the value in mothers writing these texts is that it 
moves mothers from object to subject so that the mother becomes the one in charge of 
the discourse and its presentation, rather than being a passive recipient of wisdom 
(Stitt and Powell 7). It is this that gives mother writing its power and offers a counter 
to O’Reilly’s argument that only some mother texts are political. Also, applying 
Judith Butler’s theory of gender performativity to the normative practice of 
motherhood, can offer a different slant on a discussion of the power of motherhood 
memoir for social change. The daily rituals of motherhood can be seen as a gendered 
performance, because Butler clarifies that although the ‘appearance’ of gender is 
often mistaken as a sign of its inherent truth, “there is not gender without the 
reproduction of norms” (Notes 32). To change the motherhood norm rather than 
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reproduce it, is to exert maternal agency (Jeremiah 25). Motherhood memoir has the 
power to undertake such disruption when it challenges the normative gendered 
motherhood practices.  
There are additional ways to see the possibilities of these texts. Tumarkin notes 
motherhood memoir is valuable as an antidote to parenting manuals that capitalise on 
mothers’ guilt, shame and anxiety (183). Jane Tompkins adds that reading personal 
experience writing is like entering a nourishing personal relationship; “I can match 
my own personal relationship with theirs … and say, yes, that’s how it is” (25). In 
addition, such writing can influence readers to reinterpret these constructions of 
motherhood in reflections on their own mothering practices (Stitt and Powell 9). As 
such, mothers may be empowered not only by writing memoir but by reading memoir 
as well.6 Therefore, it could be argued that even motherhood memoir that does not fit 
the criteria outlined by Podnieks and O’Reilly could be seen as capable of provoking 
social change. 
At the heart of the complications of mothering can be an individual mother’s 
agency, and her society’s gendered caring expectations. Both are influenced by a 
broader socio-political context. Neoliberal policies in Western democracies since the 
1980s have developed from a shift in beliefs to support the ideals of individual 
responsibility, a self-regulating market, and the associated small government (Baker 
175). In Australia this has led to the privatisation of state services and the associated 
shrinking welfare state, which has impacted on mothers in need of assistance, mothers 
who take time out of the workforce to raise children, or who are full-time carers 
(Baker 175). Mothers of young children tend to shift to the casualised labour market, 
which has grown alongside the shrinking of the welfare state, decreased union 
powers, and a dismantling of industrial protections. Due to the low wages and lack of 
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conditions associated with such employment, working mothers can find themselves in 
the ranks of the working poor. Alongside this, mothering has been increasingly 
privatised, individualised and commodified (Rose Essay on Love 17). Baker sees the 
connection between the two and argues that the recalibration of rights and 
responsibilities impacting on mothers has not come about by coercion but through 
mothers themselves internalising an ideology associated with neoliberalism (175). 
This loops back to O’Reilly’s assessment that motherhood memoir writers have been 
influenced by the “new momism” ideology that keeps the focus on individual 
mothering practices and does not connect with a larger picture.   
Julie Stephens agrees that the change to the welfare state has been 
accompanied by a devaluing of maternal forms of care which have become gendered, 
marginalised or conflicted in the private domain and a cultural abandonment of ideas 
that are counter to this (2). Judith Stadtman Tucker (in O’Reilly, Outlawing 
Motherhood) defines a feminist ethic of care framework that designates caring for 
others as an essential social function. Such a care ethic re-positions caregiving and 
values it as a primary human activity (27) because “[v]ulnerability and dependency 
are embedded in the human condition”, however, the workforce is not currently 
organised on these principles (Manne 29). These contemporary analyses reinvigorate 
Sarah Ruddick’s concept of “maternalism” which theorised mother work as a practice 
like any other work that has moral and ethical dimensions requiring discipline, 
learning and effort (214). Conceiving mothering work this way acknowledges its 
value and makes it clear that it is not biologically limited to mothers. An ethics of care 
takes this further by placing care at the core of society with proper acknowledgement 
that all humans are interdependent, rather than care being an invisible, unpaid, 
undervalued activity performed at the fringes.  
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Caring or care work is nevertheless problematic and a central issue for 
mothers. Robertson captures the issues at the nexus of care: “[t]here is implicit in the 
term a sense of burden as well as love” (96). Motherhood memoir has the potential to 
be a political and social change agent when it is written in opposition to neoliberal 
values by offering a re-evaluation of maternal caring work. I will argue that such a re-
valuing has become a focus in the contemporary works I survey, as well as my own. I 
will also argue that this is a significant departure from the exploration of maternal 
ambivalence that earlier motherhood memoirs were at pains to “unmask”. This shows 
the connection of motherhood memoir with maternal theoretical thought and reveals 





Rant or Revolution? 
Contemporary Australian Motherhood Memoir  
 
Only in my writing am I free to express the unutterable. 
– Susan Johnson (xii) 
 
“No subject offers a greater opportunity for terrible writing than motherhood,” wrote 
Judith Newman in a 2012 New York Times review of Anne Enright’s book Making 
Babies. Although the review praised Enright’s work, Enright herself implies that 
writing about being a mother is hardly newsworthy, or worthy of being considered 
literature, beginning her book with an ironic news headline: “MARRIED WOMAN 
HAS CHILDREN IN THE SUBURBS” (2). Enright’s joke shows one of the 
challenges of writing about motherhood. Not only should motherhood memoir be 
“political, personal and creative narratives” (Podnieks and O’Reilly 2) of empowered 
mothering (O’Reilly Stories 370), it must also “unmask” motherhood (3) and be about 
change not complaint (O’Reilly Motherhood Memoir 212). Moreover, before one 
even begins to write, one must also overcome such expectations of “terrible writing”. 
To connect the possibilities and limitations of motherhood memoir with 
specific writing examples in this chapter, I will foreground contemporary Australian 
motherhood memoir. The texts, all of which were published between 2011 and 2015, 
are Primavera or, the Time of Your Life by Giulia Giuffre (2011), Reaching One 
Thousand (2012) by Rachel Robertson, Things I Didn’t Expect (When I Was 
Expecting) (2013) by Monica Dux, and all the beginnings: a queer autobiography of 
the body (2015) by Quinn Eades. I will argue that these texts are true to Podnieks and 
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O’Reilly’s assessment of writing by mothers as “political, personal and creative” (2). 
They offer social commentary and critiques on a range of issues, as seen from the 
perspective of a mother, and they engage in multiple discourses. Between them these 
texts discuss concepts of disability and care; writing the body when a mother has a 
gender queer body; a mother’s experience of raising her children over a twenty-year 
period; and a challenge to society’s expectations of pregnant and birthing mothers. 
The authors write about these subjects in ways that push at the boundaries of 
convention in thought and form, and they explore the possibilities and limitations of 
writing about their experiences and about the insights gained from mothering.  
In relation to the style of motherhood memoir Tumarkin argues that the first-
person narrative approach is overused “as the primary way into the shared questions 
of culture and lived experience” (184). She maintains that this style of writing can 
distort and limit “crucial conversations and possibilities” (184). The books I examine, 
however, offer approaches beyond the linear narrative using innovative styles to assist 
their purpose. 
From this analysis and a close reading of Nelson’s work in the next chapter, I 
conclude that recent published memoirs indicate there has been a re-valuing of the 
mothering experience and a change in focus since Ivana Brown’s analysis in 2006 of 
nine motherhood memoirs published between 2000 and 2004. Brown found three 
common themes: gender difference in parenting, the significance of the bodily 
experience of motherhood, and the persistence of the natural mother myth (201-202). 
It is these themes that O’Reilly argues persist in the “new momism” ideology, which 
she sees as influencing motherhood memoir today (Motherhood Memoir 210). Brown 
found that many writers felt unprepared for their roles as mothers and were 
ambivalent about them (201). These writers found that becoming a mother meant that 
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relationships were less equal and existing gender structures became more visible 
(202). These gender differences were reaffirmed through family practices, childcare 
and work arrangements (200). Because this inequality was not expected, Brown 
concludes, “[b]ecoming mothers made them rethink and reevaluate their relationships, 
values and ideas about gender and their position in society” (200). To become more 
empowered in their lives these writers attempted to change the gendered relationships 
in their own homes. 
In contrast, this survey of contemporary Australian texts explores subject 
matter beyond pregnancy and the early years of motherhood. They drill deeper into 
the nuances of ‘good’ mother myths to identify what this means for a pregnant 
woman, a birthing mother, a gender queer mother, and the mother of a disabled child. 
Compared to the writers in the books examined by Brown, these contemporary writers 
are less ambivalent about mothering.  
Ambivalence has been a central theme in motherhood memoir since Rich 
began Of Woman Born with the chapter titled, “Anger and Tenderness” (21). The 
chapter opens with her journal entry for November 1960. “My children,” she writes, 
“cause me the most exquisite suffering. It is the suffering of ambivalence: the 
murderous alternation between bitter resentment and raw-edged nerves, and blissful 
gratification and tenderness” (21). Yet she ends on a positive note of empowerment. 
“The words are being spoken now, are being written down, the taboos are being 
broken, the masks of motherhood are cracking through” (25). It is this metaphor of 
the mask that was articulated by Susan Maushart in The Mask of Motherhood, (1997). 
Maushart took the mask to represent the collective denial of ambiguous feelings 
mothers have about being a mother, and declared “the mask of motherhood” (7) 
“minimizes the enormity of women’s work” (2) and “keeps women from speaking 
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clearly what they know and from hearing truths too threatening to face” (7). 
Unmasking then, as outlined by Maushart, refers to women writing their experiences 
in a way that exposes mothers’ vulnerabilities and contradictions.  
At the same time as Maushart published The Mask of Motherhood, 
psychologist Rozsika Parker theorised this ambivalence as “a complex and 
contradictory state of mind, shared by all mothers, in which loving and hating feelings 
for children exist side by side” (18). She saw that these feelings were treated as a 
taboo subject for mothers because cultural expectations demand that a mother loves 
her child unconditionally and selflessly so the mother who admits to maternal 
ambivalence is judged harshly (17). Much of the autobiographical writing by mothers 
that followed Maushart’s publication focused on “unmasking” this ambivalence. 
Rachel Cusk’s A Life’s Work (2001) was one of the books reviewed by Brown in 
2006. In it Cusk describes the alienation, the frustration and loss of power in society 
that motherhood brought for her in the first six months. She writes, “[i]n motherhood 
a woman exchanges her public significance for a range of private meanings, and like 
sounds outside a certain range they can be very difficult for other people to identify” 
(3). Reviewers labeled Cusk’s memoir “petty and irritable” and called it “shameless 
self-revelation” (Bazelon Slate Book Review) adding support to Maushart’s claim that 
the truth of motherhood is too difficult for people to handle.  
Maushart revisited the construct of her own book fifteen years later in 2010 in 
an article in The Australian, “Give Us the Bad News”. In the article she asks if what is 
considered “political” had changed in the time since she wrote the book: 
 
Fifteen years ago, the “dark side” of motherhood (aka, most of it) was 
quite literally the love that dared not speak its name. Today we are a 
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full ten centimetres dilated on that one. Somehow, somewhere, 
grizzling, farting and generally sicking-up about motherhood has 
become the approved discourse—the motherhood issue if you will—
while enjoying the experience smacks of some dangerous new 
radicalism. The taboo has become the totem. (8) 
 
Similarly, O’Reilly argues that although Rich identified the power and strength that 
being a mother can bring, since Rich published, maternal studies has concentrated 
more on the negative and oppressive side of motherhood than the empowering side 
(Feminist Mothering 185). The writers in the contemporary works surveyed mostly 
present mothering as a powerful and positive experience as they connect intellectually 
with a range of discourses and write of experiences beyond their mothering. Building 
from these previous authors, they could be considered to be unmasking new issues or 
unearthing discourses in new areas of concern, and unpacking constructions that 
impact their lives as mothers, some of which have not featured often in motherhood 
memoir. 
Giulia Giuffre’s Primavera is one example of a book that considered against 
O’Reilly’s criteria is not a rant, but it does show the difficulty of applying O’Reilly’s 
call for motherhood memoir writing to be revolutionary. It could be argued that there 
is no clear political agenda in Giuffre’s work, and no clear expression of feminism, 
but the work is proclaiming that memories of a home life with children can be a 
worthy subject for literature. If writing motherhood memoir is a means of “privileging 
the mother’s representation of herself” (Dymond and Willey 12) as an act of self-
determination, then self-publishing 652 pages and 34 pages of references, as Giuffre 
does, could be considered an empowered act.  
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This book is a stylised collection of warm remembrances from raising two 
children over a twenty-year period. It could be described simply as a reflection on the 
joys and complexity of life with children. It is written in fragments of thoughts about 
love, marriage, children and family connected to ideas from literary theory, 
philosophy and art. Giuffre writes briefly about motherhood ambivalence, but her 
tone is playful: 
 
There is a virtually untranslatable Sicilian saying that sums up the mixture of 
joy and pain in being a parent: Figli nigli. It has within it the suggestion of 
loving the nurture (figli) and being simultaneously eaten alive by birds of prey 
(nigli) (501).  
 
Giuffre’s focus throughout her book is definitively on the “figli” rather than the 
“nigli”. She mentions that her notes for the book scribbled on bits of paper throughout 
the years of raising children “were a gesture of communication from those 
traditionally silent years of a woman’s life” (xv). She exposes these silent years to 
celebrate her work and her children’s development.  
Giuffre’s writing style has been influenced by her profession as an academic 
in English literature who studied at Oxford. She in fact rebels “against the Englit 
obsession with accurate but relatively useless detail” (xvi) and instead offers a 
corrective to the history of what has been seen as important in literature. She 
describes her book in the introduction as “unconstrained by genre” and “a mixture of 
Martin Chuzzlewit, the Bible and The Times” (xvi).  
Inside the pages of Primavera, readers enter each chapter as if entering a room 
with a sensory memory introduced by its associated smell and colour. Giuffre accrues 
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minute observations and peculiarities to build up a domestic aesthetic of life with 
children. Thus, her reflections, written as fragments, can be seen to textually represent 
real-life mothering in which action or reflection happen in spurts and then the moment 
is lost. In many ways, the book could be seen to act as a visual and literary collage to 
capture those moments, filled with ephemera from childhoods – both hers and her 
children’s. The elements of the visual collage include songs (618) children’s 
drawings, (15 and 455) family photographs (43–53 and 358–362), a chart comparing 
the ages of relatives (382) vocabulary lists mastered by children (154), and a hand-
written recipe (139). The book is a catalogue of items, fragments of experiences and 
behaviours, compiled in an attempt to contemplate their broader significance and to 
understand the range of elements that go towards the formation of a child. Giuffre’s 
focus is reflected in chapters titled, “Cuddles and Stories”, “Words Including 
Questions”, “Reading and Secrets”, “The Body and the World” and “Sex, Love, 
Marriage and Weddings”. There is an interlude in Chapter 18 of puzzles and riddles, 
complete with answers. In the introduction, she writes of the intention of her work: “I 
offer these fragments of childhood, not as pressed flowers, so dull and disappointing 
when compared to the real thing, but as an album of scriptographs which may 
empower memory and imagination” (xv).  
In the body of her work, unconventionally for memoir, Giulia writes of herself 
in the third person; she is a character, involved in the action like any other character. 
By doing this she becomes a co-creator and observer. This results in a book that is 
more intellectual than emotional, with less intimacy than the first-person perspective 
enables. The third person perspective may offer the writer more freedom, both as a 
writer and as a character, to explore and present childhood as a time of fun, creativity 
and meaning making. It is interesting to recall Enright’s comment that it might be 
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easier to write from the perspective of a child rather than a mother (51). Indeed, 
Giuffre does not focus on the simultaneous changes that happen in a mother’s life, 
and writing in the third person creates a more objective view of her mothering 
experience. For example, she writes: 
 
With time and practice there is little to match the dexterity of the mother’s 
peeling off the old clothes and laying on the new. Dressing and undressing the 
baby is often a time of surprising closeness, a practical symbol of parental 
love that one might long for in time of adult stress. (272) 
 
Giuffre’s description of changing baby clothes is quite emotionally distant when 
compared with Maggie Nelson’s description of folding her stepson’s laundry, “Such 
little socks! Such little underwear! I marveled at them” (10). These creative choices 
distance her mother voice and experience but Giuffre captures the significance of her 
mothering experience in this line. “As life changing for the mother as the birth itself is 
the daily experience of looking after children” (501). She adds, “There is no closure 
to this motherhood episode. There is a before but no after” (501). Although her 
portrayal of mothering is not negative, she uses the image of bonsai wires which 
suggests a slow and subtle restriction and shaping of a mother that occurs over time 
and is outside of her control: “Not so dramatic, but relentlessly transformative. Bonsai 
wire, not secateurs” (501). This is an interesting metaphor for motherhood because a 
bonsai is deliberately restricted with invisible wires to keep it small in order to 
represent the ideals of beauty and perfection.  
The inclusion of the Giuffre–De Lorenzo family tree in the introduction 
situates Giuffre as a member of an extended Italian-Australian family, showing her 
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place as a mother and as a daughter and granddaughter. Presented in this way, she is 
not just at the head of the family, where mothers are often situated in their memoir, 
she is also a child and a grandchild. Her husband is present early in family life and in 
the text, and then completely disappears from the story without explanation.  
Perhaps surprisingly, children have not featured significantly in motherhood 
memoirs. The child subject is rarely drawn as a “character” with a distinct personality 
because these books have tended to focus on the time of transition to motherhood and 
the early years of childhood. Consequently, the complications of motherhood over the 
longer term are rarely investigated. Like Giuffre, Rachel Robertson’s Reaching One 
Thousand offers a story of motherhood over many years. Such approaches are 
important because they highlight that mothering related issues are not confined to the 
early years of childhood. For instance, Robertson’s son’s development over 11 years 
is a key thread in her work and it is vital for her story to show that Ben, who has 
autism, is flourishing and that she too is flourishing. By not limiting discussion in 
motherhood memoir to the early years, the focus of these works broadens and 
diversifies. Reflecting on motherhood over a longer period can capture changes in 
feelings about motherhood too. Robertson writes, “[i]t wasn’t until I had Ben that I 
realised the complexities of the relationship between mothering and autonomy. It took 
experience, also to teach me that the act of caring for another is a gift to oneself as 
much as to the other” (113). That insight is not a glossing over, as it followed years of 
difficulty, including four months of depression after Ben’s diagnosis (209).  
Robertson explores the complications of agency and selfhood as a mother 
caring for her disabled son alongside the politics of care work and disability. When 
Ben is diagnosed with autism his status changes from “a boy” to a “disabled child” 
(17; 97). This causes her status to change from “main breadwinner” and “mother” to 
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“carer”, as Ben’s identity officially becomes that of “care recipient” (95). The 
diagnosis “marks them as different to other mothers and boys” and Robertson finds 
herself forced into structural relationships that are limiting where she has to 
continually renegotiate her identity (97). She does this by unpacking some of the 
ideological assumptions that underpin modern myths about motherhood and disability 
and how these myths impact her life as the mother of a disabled child. Particularly 
myths associated with essentialisation, where a mother’s identity as a woman implies 
that she is a natural carer for her child, and a culture in which she is expected to 
follow the advice of experts without question in an attempt to change her son’s 
behaviour (13). These discourses work together to depoliticise the work of caring, and 
to frame caring as a domestic undertaking with no social or political significance 
(O’Reilly, Feminist Mothering 187) because looking after her son fulltime is seen as 
the natural course of events. These events are all the more striking when read 
alongside the book’s awareness of how past theories, such as that of the “refrigerator 
mother”, have blamed mothers themselves for their children’s disabilities (69). She 
discovers that there is a different, more complicated set of rules for the mother of a 
disabled child to satisfy the standards expected of a ‘good’ mother. Robertson 
overcomes this by undertaking her own research about autism.  She works to resist 
prescribed labels and roles, and maintains her agency. Through this process Robertson 
gives weight to the idea that mothers write in order to redefine their role and status 
(Dymond and Willey 21) which, as she makes clear, is particularly relevant for carers 
whose work is undervalued, unpaid and invisible. She writes, “unemployment, 
poverty, social isolation, scrutiny of your behavior by professional experts, 
objectification by others – all of this happens to parents as well as to their disabled 
children” (102). When her social position changes from main breadwinner, 
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independent policy consultant to single mother and carer, she feels like she has moved 
into a “ghetto” (101), because the social institutions that are meant to assist her 
instead make her feel like an outsider. “Just as I have shifted from mother to carer,” 
she writes, “so too have I moved from consumer to client, taxpayer to recipient, 
citizen to outsider” (101). Robertson captures this experience in a chapter 
sarcastically titled, “Bonus”, in which she reproduces the letter she receives from the 
federal government informing her that she is in receipt of a one-off bonus of $600.00 
(94). This amount will buy only four clinical psychologist sessions for her son (97). 
She feels “soiled” (95) by taking the money and thinks of it as a bribe to ensure she 
continues to care for her son without support (95). She notes the true cost of receiving 
the carer’s allowance of “fifty dollars per week” (101) is also the regulation of her 
life:  
I get letters from the government telling me that I have to inform them of any 
changes in my circumstances, because I am on the Centrelink database and 
have the feeling of being watched by government, my sense of being an 
autonomous, independent citizen with freedom of speech and action is 
unravelling. (101) 
Vandenbeld Giles points out that in the contemporary neoliberal context, the welfare 
state has been dismantled and caring responsibility has been left to individuals 
(mostly women) framed in a context of choice (7). Robertson’s book deconstructs the 
myths associated with such a situation by presenting research alongside analysis of 
her experience associated with the notion that individual families and not taxpayers 
must be responsible for the caring work in our society (103).  
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Robertson writes, “I may not be able to renegotiate my identity … but I am 
reworking my sense of how that role confines and defines me” (97). She parallels her 
son’s development with her own. It is her son that shows her the “difference in 
sameness” (10) and she begins to understand him beyond the notion of a “puzzle” that 
needs to be solved (63). This brings her closer to her son. In breaking free from 
limiting constructs about her son as ‘disabled’ and herself as a ‘good’ mother, 
Robertson is able to see herself as a full person again rather than as fulfilling a single 
role. She writes, “[w]hat I saw was not me – mother, daughter, wage-earner, soon to 
be ex-wife – but the pale fleshy woman of a Bonnard painting. I saw a woman just out 
of the bath perhaps – no longer young, but feminine, desirable” (45). Such examples 
of empowered mothering are what O’Reilly is searching for (Stories 370).  
Robertson includes cultural, social and political discourses on both disability 
and motherhood because she argues that both are fabricated narratives of the body, 
experienced in and through relationships (Misfitting Mothers 8-9). Consequently, she 
creates a more overtly political text than Primavera. She outlines how her personal 
and professional experiences intertwined in the writing of the book: 
Trying to think how to mother my son in a way that maximises his fit at home 
resulted in my writing a memoir about our relationship. Engaging with the 
ideas of autistic authors and bloggers resulted in a research interest in 
neurodiversity and the representation of cognitive difference. (Misfitting 
Mothers 17) 
Such manoeuvres highlight a move away from an interior exploration of motherhood, 
narrowly focused on the early years of mothering, and the gendered relations within a 
household during this time, as found in the books in Brown’s analysis (200). 
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Robertson’s academic work theorises what her memoir shows – that 
independence can occur when interpersonal and social structural relationships 
empower rather than limit (Misfitting Mothers 8). Robertson and Nelson, examined in 
the next chapter, show how a combination of personal and professional viewpoints 
can spark insights at the intersection of the two. Pamela Douglas explains in an article 
titled “Milkmother Memoir” that great insights can come from writing in the space 
between the personal mothering experience and the professional. As a doctor and the 
author of an as-yet-unpublished motherhood memoir, Douglas explains that she is in a 
position to critique the medical representations of the pregnant, birthing and 
breastfeeding body because she engages in the values of her profession, which she 
believes unnecessarily, medicalises women’s bodies. At the same time, as a mother, 
she too is subjected to that approach (106). Douglas is positive, however, about the 
potential insights that can develop for writers at the intersection of the two 
perspectives of mother and professional:  
 
This fertile tension between multiple and contradictory selves can be 
developed, not as a source of crippling anxiety, conflict and guilt, but as a 
richly textured, empowered, and generative complexity, offering powerful 
potential for the creation of a new feminine imaginary. (121) 
 
I too believe writing at the intersection of these multiple and contradictory selves is 
full of possibility as I explore this potential in my creative work. As Rose writes, “any 
discourse that dwells solely on the virtue of mothers and motherhood is such a con, 
since, among other things, it is asking women to conspire in cutting the world off 
from self-knowledge” (Mothers 15). Such expansionary changes in motherhood 
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memoir from interiority to exteriority may be indicative of a broader change in 
women’s memoir writing and publishing as a whole. Australian publisher Jenny 
Valentish highlights that contemporary female writers are drawing on “their 
experience as cultural commentators to enhance the impact of the memoir genre” (9). 
This makes for an exciting re-think about the genre and its potential to explore issues 
from different and new perspectives. 
This broadening of focus parallels an opening up to experimentations in style, 
away from the first-person narrative, which is something Tumarkin called for. 
Robertson identifies that her story cannot be a typical linear narrative. Instead, her 
book mixes personal history/memoir, reportage and research in a series of lyrical 
essays that are not chronological. She describes her book not as tracing a traditional 
arc, but as “earth-bound” and “sharp-edged” (6). It is written in a way that represents 
both Ben’s developmental path and her experience mothering a disabled child 
involving “disruption and disjunction” (6). “There is a kind of silencing that happens 
when your own story (or your child’s) is fragmented, disordered and out of sequence 
with the typical story” (90). This reinforces the idea that motherhood memoir, in both 
content and form, can be a political tool when it offers a voice to those not often 
heard, and it allows them to write their stories in the style in which it can best be told.  
While Robertson scrutinises the ‘good’ mother discourse for disabled mothers, 
Monica Dux in Things I Didn’t Expect, dissects the ‘good’ mother ideologies that 
govern pregnant and birthing women. ‘Good’ mother pressures can be nuanced and 
may appear differently in different settings (Goodwin and Huppatz 4). Dux defines 
the ‘good’ mother archetype for pregnant women as “happy gestators” (xii) who jog, 
attend pre-natal yoga classes, have the best sex ever and wear body hugging 
pregnancy clothes (xiv). Baker notes how such ‘good’ mother archetypes can 
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surround maternity in the “language of self-perfectibility”, making a privileged and 
classed position, look as if it is universal or obtainable with self-discipline (177). 
Dux returns to Maushart’s original call to “unmask” motherhood and suggests 
that despite claims to the contrary, mothers are not yet “fully dilated” on “grizzling, 
farting and generally sicking-up about motherhood” (Maushart 8) because Dux’s 
book undertakes such an unmasking. The title, Things I Didn’t Expect (When I Was 
Expecting), is a play on the title of Heidi Murkoff’s popular pregnancy book, What to 
Expect When You’re Expecting. Dux’s title suggests that the well-read pregnancy 
manual has failed in its task, hence the need for her book to “unmask” pregnancy, 
miscarriage and birth. Dux is not offering a pregnancy instruction manual; her book is 
more of a feminist maternal consciousness-raising treatise aimed at breaking the 
personal/public divide about pregnancy, dominant stereotypes and normative 
mothering. Personal anecdotes based on her pregnancy and birth experiences, and 
those of her friends, are juxtaposed with research. She mixes registers to the extent 
that her flippant tone belies the impact of her research. Although written nearly 40 
years after Rich and much has changed, Dux’s purpose is similar – to inform and 
empower women by providing evidence to show that women’s bodies and behaviours 
are over-controlled, and the process of childbirth is unnecessarily medicalised. 
However, Dux’s and Rich’s texts are distinct from each other in style, language and 
tone. Dux reclaims colloquial language that describes women’s bodies with chapters 
titled, “Puke”, “Poo”, “Down There” and “Jugs”. Often, this is done in the service of 
exposing the falsehood that everything regarding birth is clean and without 
consequence, but humour is often used in women’s writing to overcome difficulties in 
discussing awkward topics (Parker 17). Dux maintains that not addressing these 
topics in this way has the effect of keeping women ignorant, fearful and ashamed of 
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their bodies, and subject to medical intervention rather than being empowered to 
make informed choices about their own bodies. Her work is feminist in approach but 
employs the devices of popular motherhood memoir to create writing that is 
accessible and provocative from the first sentence. “My ancestors,” she writes, “had 
all sorts of problems, but propagating the species was not one of them. Out of seven 
great-grand vaginas that I know about came eighty-two babies. That’s 11.7 babies per 
vag” (vii). Dux connects colloquial language to describe women’s bodies with 
humour. Ironically, she uses self-deprecating humour (another mainstay of popular 
motherhood memoir) while advocating for empowered birthing and mothering. She 
herself expresses fear about her own pregnant and birthing body (25), particularly in 
the chapter titled “Poo”. Perhaps this shows that even with an awareness of such 
issues one can still be subject to societal influences.  
In keeping with O’Reilly’s discussion, Dux offers examples of 
empowered mothering by having a homebirth, thereby regaining agency after 
a disempowering first birthing experience. Her husband is actively included in 
the birth and ongoing care of the children. She overcomes the criticism of 
O’Reilly that fathers are missing from childcare responsibilities without 
explanation (211). Popular motherhood memoirs often disparage the abilities 
of fathers using humour, and this can reinforce the idea that women are the 
natural carers of children and households because it implies that men are not 
up to the task. Dux does this at times, but she also gives her husband a section 
of the book to write a reply. This shows a willingness to move beyond a first-
person narrator by allowing others’ perspectives to enter stories about 
mothering experiences.  
In the same year as Dux’s book was published, Pamela Douglas wrote that 
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relatively few Australian women writers “have dared to foreground the body of the 
reproductive female and to defy an entrenched cultural prejudice against writing 
frankly about maternity” (105). She cites Susan Johnson’s A Better Woman, written in 
1999, as an exception. Drawing on Hélène Cixous, Douglas calls for “a mythopoeic 
story for the extraordinary bodily transformation of pregnancy, birth, and 
breastfeeding” (110). Interestingly, of those examined in this thesis it is Eades and 
Nelson that come closest to writing a mythopoeic story of the body. Their stories 
focus on writing the body, largely pregnancy and maternal bodies, but they also 
connect with bodies that defy gender binaries. By doing so they offer new insights for 
motherhood memoir and extend its reach. While writers of motherhood memoir have 
been conscious of exploring the constructed nature of gender, this is most often 
undertaken in a heteronormative context. Eades and Nelson write as mothers in 
relationships that are outside of this context, and they write of bodies outside of a 
masculine or feminine binary. With their explorations of queer parenting, discussions 
of sexuality, the erotics of parenting and more, these texts go beyond the revolution 
O’Reilly called for. 
Cixous emphasises the sexual binary opposition as the problematic 
relationship between a woman’s body and a woman’s true self (876). She identifies 
the need for a poetics of motherhood, an ecriture feminine as a way to break with 
traditions of the past (which represented male bodies, language and thought). She 
prescribes a “volcanic” blend of philosophy, politics and autobiography, that could 
break grammatical rules, invent language and sweep away syntax (886). Cixous’ idea 
that writing from the feminine stands in opposition to masculine is, challenged by 
Eades whose body is genderqueer, and which has breastfed, given birth, and “has lost 
its womb” (1). Instead, to write such a body, Eades creates something original, an 
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ecriture matiere – a text that matters. Building on the techniques of an ecriture 
feminine Eades connects body and writing. The “WORD FLESH” (36) is written in 
intertextual fragments containing poetry and literary theory, especially quotes from 
Cixous. Wordplay is evident in the description of Eades’ birthing experience: 
 
Who surges up in my throat? What is signified when that carnal sound 
unfurls? Birth. All that it contains. Birth is not a word; it is a world. 
Take word and add L. Add language, the lolling lick as a tongue flicks 
and finds voice behind movement, looping meaning through love, 
languid days, those long nights, the laugh. When Benji was born, the 
first sound was our laugh. Four women in a kitchen, all of us laughing 
hello. Take word, and add L: this is the world (176). 
 
This text extends and challenges traditional approaches to gender, motherhood and 
writing to include the erotics of parenting and maternal sexuality. Eades’ skin appears 
on the cover in a picture of a tattoo. Skin is located between the public and the 
private, and as the reader opens the book, she enters an embodied text. The intense 
and visceral contents throughout the work connects Eades’ body with the body of 
words on the page: “I am taking this queer body that has birthed two babies, drunk ink 
like it’s milk, fucked outrageously in the dawn, drawn scalpels and needles to its arms 
and wrists, and I am standing it, unapologetically, on this page” (31). This way of 
writing the body is a personal and political statement because its intention is to 
“unhide” (35). Therefore, Eades claims, the eciture matiere “unhides” (35) in that it 




It is possible that an autobiography of the body will always only be queer. 
That as soon as we say this is neither: culture not nature, body nor mind, affect 
nor effect, here nor there, he nor she, them nor us: as soon as we say: 
integrated, embodied, we oui, the queering begins (has already begun). (35) 
 
Eades does not just write of a mother body, or a transgender body, he writes of a body 
that has been through trauma. The combining of experiences of trauma with writing 
from the mothering perspective is unusual and powerful. He compares breastfeeding 
to an “opiate swoon” (149–150), reflecting to society how it judges breastfeeding in 
public by drawing a parallel with the response Eades received as an injecting drug 
user in Newtown cemetery (149-150). Eades refuses to be shamed and defiantly 
continues to breastfeed in public as one of a number of empowered acts.  
Eades finds freedom in writing the body in this unique expression of 
mothering. However, the connections and closeness inherent in mother and 
child relationships raise interesting ethical issues when they are considered in 
autobiographical writings by mothers. Sheena Wilson writes, “[t]he edges of 
the stories of mothers are amorphous and jagged, infringing into territories 
inhabited by children” (4). This can potentially limit freedom of expression in 
the form of memoir. Carolyn Ellis coined the term “relational ethics” to 
discuss the ethics of ethnographical research when writing about family 
members. She asks, “How do we honour our relational responsibilities yet 
present our lives in a complex and truthful way for readers?” (14). Hager 
writes that using children as “raw material” turns them into objects and “this 
exploitation does not only ignore their future subjectivity, but rather “harms” 
their present existence as subjects” (137). If such writing negates children’s 
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rights or potentially harms them, then the ability of such books to be about 
social change, empowerment and equality is challenged. Yet Hager tempers 
this view with an appreciation that mothers write in a particular social and 
political context which might “coerce” them to write (Hager 137). Robertson, 
for example, is writing to raise awareness for better outcomes for disabled 
children and for the mothers raising them. She highlights the complex 
negotiation of the public and private, even when the exposure of the private is 
intended for public good: 
 
You may write about your child in order to show others that he is not just the 
sum of his disabilities … And yet by writing about this child, you risk 
exploiting him for your own agenda, even while that agenda may be about 
improving the rights of people with disabilities. (Writer First 5) 
 
Each writer approaches these ethical dilemmas differently. Dux offers her partner a 
platform and Nelson shows a draft of her writing to her partner. Giuffre and 
Robertson contribute something new by including in their books the reactions of their 
children being read the work their mother is writing about them. The analysis of how 
their children have reacted to their work becomes a powerful subject within the work 
itself. Giuffre writes that throughout the writing process her children encourage her to 
be truthful. Robertson similarly shares her book with her son, and reflects on his 
reaction within the book. This process leads to further discoveries for her and her son 
written in two chapters, which discusses the ethics of writing such a work. These 
writers show a great awareness of ethics and a concern for their children and partners 
as they write. The feedback from their children seems to challenge established 
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understandings that mothers are objectifying their children to their children’s 
detriment. What is discussed less in the literature in relation to ethics and motherhood 
memoir is how this concern for others when writing might influence and again limit 
what is written in motherhood memoir.  
In an article titled “Writer First, Mother Second”, Robertson, similarly to 
Hagar (137), points out that the debate as to the acceptability of a mother publishing a 
memoir about her child is not solely an ethical one, but a social and political one as 
well (8) because it is a continued application of the ‘good’ mother myth that limits 
what mothers can write about (6). She highlights the dichotomies that limit mothers’ 
choices: individual or social, good or bad, public or private, mother or writer (4). 
Importantly, Robertson notes that mother writers are judged in a different way to 
other writers; they are often critiqued, not on their writing, but on their perceived 
failings as mothers (4). As Kate Kellaway notes, “[b]eing a mother and writing about 
it are a contradiction in terms” (The Guardian). Robertson takes a different tack, 
“[m]any people have written about the impossibility of memoir – its unseemliness, 
vulgarity, narcissism, betrayals – but where is the literature on the impossibility of life 
without memoir?” (208). Not writing the subjective mother voice would place 
mothers back in a place of silence (Wilson 4).  
 
The works surveyed in this chapter cover a diversity of mothering 
experiences: raising a disabled child as a single parent, being part of an Italian-
Australian extended family, and queer parenting, but Heather Hewett’s question, 
“Why are white, middle class women still dictating the terms of the discussion?” (25) 
could be asked of the books surveyed in this chapter as well as my own manuscript. 
She further asks, “Why does our culture continue to listen to these voices when it 
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ignores so many others?” (25). All of the authors of these examined works write for a 
living, as academics, writers or journalists. The economic imperatives of publishing 
are such that those who already have a platform or an audience are most likely to be 
published, which can prevent other voices from being heard. These voices may not be 
addressing issues of significance for women whose circumstances are different to 
their own. The voices published in this form may not be reflective of the potential 
diversity of mothers and as such this lack of diversity limits the extent to which this 
genre can become a vehicle for social change. 
This sample has shown a range of stylistic innovations and examples of 
empowered mothering, as they have engaged in a range of discourses. These works 
have explored concepts of maternal care, challenged ‘good’ mother myths and 
discussed ethical considerations in their writing. In representing mothering in new and 
varied ways, both stylistically and thematically, they disrupt the unrealistic dominant 
discourses and constructions of motherhood. Nevertheless, inherent ethical issues and 
the lack of diversity can limit mothering representations.  
The discussion in the next chapter will draw further insights into the 
possibilities and limitations of autobiographical mother writing in a close reading of 
The Argonauts. This discussion will continue to examine themes outside of 







Acts of Production: Pushing the Limits of Autobiographical Motherhood 
Writing  
 
Don’t produce and don’t reproduce, my friend said. But really there is no such 
thing as reproduction, only acts of production. 
– Andrew Solomon, Maggie Nelson, The Argonauts (43) 
 
In this chapter I will argue that The Argonauts represents a revolution in 
autobiographical mother writing akin to the shift in thinking, style and form that 
Rich’s memoir brought to the genre in 1976. I have argued in previous chapters that 
the examples I have chosen can show that contemporary motherhood memoir is 
moving away from subjective, experiential accounts of the transition to motherhood 
into the realms of philosophy, psychology, politics, disability, sexuality, gender 
identity and more. Nelson’s book extends the bounds of representation further and 
ventures into territory not often explored in motherhood memoir. In writing about her 
experience as a step-parent, as well as the experience of being part of a “queer 
family” Nelson addresses social issues beyond mothering and explores the nexus 
between the personal experience of mothering and how this connects with her 
profession as a poet/writer and academic. 
The Argonauts is composed of short, narrative fragments of non-linear essay, 
which makes the text look accessible despite its complexity of thought. The visual 
presentation of its 143 pages signals a departure from literary narrative traditions. 
Like Eades, Cixous’ influence can be seen in the intertextuality of the work, the 
subversion of language, and the defining of herself by her own performance of desire 
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and sexuality in order to reclaim her sexuality and subvert repressive hierarchies 
around this. 
Although the book covers conventional subject matter for autobiographical 
motherhood writing, with a focus on bodies, pregnancy, relationships, family, love 
and motherhood, Nelson’s work is anything but typical. She is an IVF donor recipient 
and her family is not heteronormative. She writes about the challenges of agency, 
power, selfhood and gender, as do many motherhood memoirs, but her diverse and 
multifaceted maternal subjectivity extends this discussion to include the erotics of 
parenting and maternal sexuality, as does Eades.  
Nelson’s dynamic and sophisticated work pushes mother writing beyond the 
established gender binaries and moves discussions of motherhood into largely 
unchartered territory as she also challenges the heteronormative presentation that the 
genre usually reproduces. She does this by bringing together two usually disparate 
experiences and discussions about queerness and motherhood together and from this 
brings new understandings (Butler and Nelson). The epigraph above, with its focus on 
the binary of reproduction and production, encapsulates many of the ideas running 
through Nelson’s work. Thematically, Nelson parallels the changes in her body during 
pregnancy with the changes in her partner’s transitioning gender body – hence the 
play with the words “production” and “reproduction” as they apply to both bodies. 
This can also relate to the reproduction of gender norms, drawing on Butler’s theory 
of the “performativity of gender” (Bodies 15). In addition, Nelson writes that her 
partner, the artist Harry Dodge, burns for the idea that “[m]aterials never leave this 
world. They just keep recycling, recombining,” (121) and that whilst she doesn’t 
understand it all, she wants to be “near that burning” (122).  
The title, The Argonauts, is a reference to Roland Barthes work, Roland 
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Barthes (1977), which also explores the ideas of production and reproduction. Nelson 
explains that in language, “[j]ust as the Argo’s parts may be replaced over time, but 
the boat is still called the Argo, whenever the lover utters the phrase ‘I love you,’ its 
meaning must be renewed by each use” (5). In Nelson’s text, language, love, ideas 
and body parts are replaced and renewed throughout. The inadequacy of language to 
write about love, gender and parenting is drawn into focus, but Nelson concludes that 
language, like parenting can be good enough. Instead she argues that it is ideas that 
must be renewed and replaced with each expression, and that they must be open to 
new interpretations. It is this replacing of ideas, even sometimes Nelson’s known 
contradictions within the text, that adds weight to Francesca Rendle-Short’s 
assessment of the work as a “sort of queerness in both expression and content” (3) as 
both “genre and gender are acted out” (3).  
The Argonauts fits within Podnieks and O’Reilly’s description of motherhood 
writing as “political personal, and creative” and an honest, personal account of 
mothering (3). Nelson also offers an empowered portrayal and undertakes new 
explorations and expressions of sexuality and gender, showing the value of mothers 
speaking their truth. Nelson is aware that such honesty exposes one to the risk of 
being shamed and highlights this connection throughout the work. But she also asserts 
that this honesty is part of a larger agenda. She says to her partner Harry, “I told you I 
wanted to live in a world in which the antidote to shame is not honor, but honesty” 
(32).  
Compared with the previous motherhood memoirs examined, Nelson’s work 
is more of a “distillation of ideas” (Hager 372). She questions what it is that might 
constitute Silverman’s “enabling representations of maternal finitude” (96). At the 
same time, she states her views clearly: “There is some evil shit in this world that 
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needs fucking up, and the time for blithely asserting that sleeping with whomever you 
want however you want is going to jam its machinery is long past” (27). Her work 
provokes a challenge to patriarchal motherhood and ‘good’ mother myths. Nelson 
refers to her “studied evasiveness” (112) and suggests her work can be seen as 
“simply the outline of a becoming” (7), so she is definitely not subscribing to the new 
momism or ranting, as O’Reilly accused popular motherhood memoir of doing. 
Her creative practice melds the personal and the critical, and in this respect it 
is consistent with a strong tradition in motherhood memoir. Yet Nelson takes this 
further, sometimes melding her own ideas and experiences with quotes from 
philosophers, psychologists, writers and poets to generate a unique, richly intertextual 
textured production that provokes and stimulates. Short fragments of thought or story 
– one line to half a page – are juxtaposed with critical content, sometimes within the 
same fragment. Ideas spark and connect in new ways across diverse disciplines as she 
quotes philosophers, artists, writers and psychologists such as Ludwig Wittgenstein, 
Hélène Cixous, Michel Foucault, Gertrude Stein, Pema Chodron, Sara Ahmed, and 
Jacques Lacan. The form and style seem integral to showing the frictions and the 
connections between different ideas, and to her ways of representing bodies, gender 
and experience.  
In an interview in the Los Angeles Review of Books, Nelson writes, “I treat 
myself as a sort of mystery or microcosm or materialized fulcrum for the larger 
issues” (1). For example, acknowledging as she does that shame is one way that 
someone has power over another, Nelson connects with Sara Ahmed’s writings about 
the cultural politics of emotions that creates divisions in society that are felt in bodies 
as shame (18). She poignantly writes, “I have long known that the moment of queer 
pride is a refusal to be shamed by witnessing the other as being ashamed of you” (18). 
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The italicised text comprises Sara Ahmed’s words intertwined with her own, as if 
written by one person, reinforcing her view of herself as a “materialized fulcrum for 
the larger issues” (1). This understanding of shame has not been a focus in 
autobiographical writing by mothers, but Nelson’s ability to connect her queer 
parenting experience with Ahmed’s analysis about subjecting people to shame for 
political purposes finds what could also be a rich vein for many other mothers to mine 
in their writing. I have drawn on this connection with the emotion of shame to some 
extent in my creative work, because single mothers, divorced mothers and survivors 
of domestic violence can also be subjected to shame for political purposes.  
One of the strengths of Nelson’s work is that she shows how the maternal 
experience and the intellectual experience can co-exist in textual form and how one 
informs and challenges her experiences. While drawing on the thoughts of many 
philosophers, psychologists and writers, Nelson does not follow any academic style 
for referencing, and there is no bibliography. The names of luminaries appear in small 
font in the margins, rather than using in-text referencing. Her textual form inverts the 
position of the expert by relegating the expert to the margins and placing the lived 
experience of mothering at the heart of the book. Noticeably, this reverses the value 
academics have traditionally placed on mother writing and mothering experience, 
which is a point Nelson draws attention to with the example of Kraus and Gallop (39-
41).  
Rendle-Short assigns a different significance to the referencing being 
relegated to the margins. She suggests it draws attention to the marginality of 
Nelson’s family (3) by drawing the reader’s attention to what happens to “the stuff 
that is in the margins relegated to remaining outside language, to the matter of silence; 
that which is mute, unnamable, also undefined, queer” (3). Rendle-Short further 
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draws out the links between Nelson’s use of language and form, and its purpose 
outside of a binary question-answer construct. “[T]he joy of essay (and queer),” she 
writes, “is that there are no answers necessarily – the pleasure or jouissance is in what 
the search might bring and where it might take you; how the search is, or might be 
expressed” (1). This captures the essence of Nelson’s work. 
Rendle-Short identifies that the blurring of the divide between the critical and 
the creative (as in the Ahmed quote (18) melded with Nelson’s experience), is another 
way that Nelson “queers the essay” (3). This allows Nelson to problematise maternal 
subjectivity by exploring particular issues from a range of (sometimes contradictory) 
perspectives to provoke and complicate. For example, Nelson challenges Kaja 
Silverman’s contentions about motherhood by comparing this with her own 
experience: “Silverman also contends that a baby’s demands on the mother can be 
very flattering to the mother’s narcissism, since it attributes to her the capacity to 
satisfy her infant’s lack, and so—by extension—her own” (96). Nelson seems to 
support the idea that “some mothers use their babies to fill a lack, or soothe an egoic 
wound, or bathe in the sun of idealization in ways that seemed pathological” (96). Yet 
she undercuts the idea that it is motherhood that makes such mothers narcissistic 
when she writes, “[b]ut for the most part those people were pathological prior to 
having a baby” (96). By examining intellectual ideas about mothering against her own 
experience, she creates a more nuanced understanding. She notes on the front cover of 
The Baby Book that the byline lists both William Sears and Martha Sears. Martha is a 
nurse and has birthed eight children, however, Nelson points out that Martha’s voice 
is never as co-author, her work appears only in “anecdotes, italics and sidebars” (43). 
Nelson’s stylistic response to place the mother’s experience as central and the experts 
in the margins can be seen as a corrective by sending a strong message about the 
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place of mothers as experts in their field. By challenging norms of form, structure, 
style and language, she interrogates established constructs of gender, family and 
mothering. In doing so she parallels her mothering work of “ordinary devotion” (20) 
with the work she is undertaking in the book: “[t]he pleasure of recognizing that one 
may have to undergo the same realizations, write the same notes in the margin, return 
to the same themes in one’s work, relearn the same emotional truths … because such 
revisitations constitute a life” (112). Such ideas connect the disparate thoughts across 
fragments to create a consistent whole, and this allows for a fresh analysis of 
motherhood, desire and sexuality in relation to words, emotions, language, philosophy 
and psychology. 
Her text reaches out for innovative modes of expression matched by the 
challenge to tradition that Nelson’s personal experience is issuing at the level of 
content. In an interview with McCrary in the Los Angeles Review of Books, Nelson 
refers to her work as “autotheory” because she is “looking for terms that are not 
‘memoir’ to describe autobiographical writing that exceeds the boundaries of the 
‘personal’ and to position her work within a scholarly tradition of mother writing, as a 
type of extension of French feminists” (1). These influences are clear and they build 
on a tradition of writing the female body, privileging non-linear writing, and 
emphasising a strong bond between sexuality and language.  
Nelson’s work can be seen to answer Linott and Straud’s call for a 
contemplation of the philosophical significance of mothering from a subjective, 
maternal point of view (2). Her writing acknowledges the intelligence of the reader 
and her ability to cope with shifts in registers, from intimate to formal to crude. 
Nelson sometimes writes directly to “you dear reader”, sometimes in the third person, 
and sometimes in the second person to her partner, and later to her son Iggy. Given 
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that she is trying to transcend the boundaries of the personal, writing in second person 
might allow for the change in tone that enables her to be intimate without being 
sentimental. This is the case when she reproduces the letter written to her son “two 
human animals” in love who “deeply, doggedly, wildly wanted you to be” (142), and 
to her partner, “[y]our inability to live in your skin was reaching its peak, your neck 
and back pulsing with pain all day, all night, from your torso (and hence your lungs) 
having been constricted for almost thirty years” (31). This description seems more 
respectful than writing about these difficult times in the third person. 
Nelson scrutinises the poet Alice Notley’s feelings of loss of self and power. 
“He is born and I am undone—feel as if I will / never be, was never born. // Two 
years later I obliterate myself again / having another child … for two years, there’s no 
me here” (37). Then she offers her own mothering experience as a counter, “I never 
felt that way, but I’m an old mom. I had nearly four decades to become myself before 
experimenting with my obliteration” (37).  
As discussed in the previous chapter, Nelson shows the shift in writing about 
motherhood ambivalence with many contemporary writers focusing on the power and 
positivity of the mothering position. Nelson returns to discuss Notley’s focus on the 
negative (121–122) and the struggle of artists to “develop and disseminate the richest 
reparative practices” (122). The above quote from Notley is placed in the same 
fragment as a discussion of Winnicott’s ideas that “the demands of ordinary devotion 
can be frightening for some mothers, who worry that giving themselves over to it will 
‘turn them into a vegetable’” (37).  
Throughout the text, Nelson returns to Winnicott’s concept of ordinary 
devotion (20) and the idea that parenting, like words, can be “good enough” (19). 
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Such an idea is in opposition to the “new momism” mentality and ‘good’ mother 
myths with the associated high demands and expectations of mothers.  
Like Robertson and Giuffre, Nelson explores the positives of parenting, 
claiming, “I feel no urge to extricate myself from this bubble” (36-37). Nelson 
explores “the pleasures of ordinary devotion” (112), such as the joy of playing “fallen 
soldier” with her stepson (12) or watching him crawl (20), policing his mouth (20) 
and so on. The last pages are filled with a beautiful letter to her son, Iggy. This 
approach contrasts with the memoirs analysed by Brown with a tradition of 
“unmasking” the negative aspects of motherhood. Instead, Nelson pinpoints precisely 
the power, pleasure and positivity of mothering. She shows the value she places on 
becoming a mother and caring for children when she uses the page taken from the 
New York Times listing her as a prestigious Guggenheim fellowship recipient (which 
her mother has laminated) to capture the shredded wheat and broccoli florets her son 
drops below his chair (16). The juxtaposition shows the relative value afforded to the 
accolades for her work and her child, at that point in her life. She further adds that she 
used the Guggenheim prize money to pay for his conception (16). This anecdote 
highlights the way that the book explores how her various roles – writer, academic, 
mother, stepmother and partner – inform each other in order to mine greater insights 
about gender and parenting. She acknowledges that mothering has changed her views 
on many things. When writing about Klein’s, Freud’s and Lacan’s theories, “[i]t 
astonishes and shames me to think that I spent years finding such questions not only 
comprehensible, but compelling” (20). In the first year of her baby’s life, she writes 
that no theory “seemed irreverent enough to address the situation of being a baby, of 
caretaking a baby” (20). Nelson conveys, as other writers have, that the significance 
of mothering has not been expressed or understood in our culture.  
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Through her perspective on the tension between the personal and professional 
she makes clear the “risk of mothers speaking their truth” (39–43) and how this can 
affect their careers. She recalls witnessing a fellow academic being belittled by 
another academic for bringing her perspective of life as a mother into her critical 
work. In a presentation her colleague, art historian Jane Gallop, showed photographs 
of herself in the bath with her baby to discuss being photographed as a mother in 
contrast to the “troublingly personal, anecdotal, self-concerned” self (41) in Barthes’ 
Camera Lucida where the mother is the object and the son writes as the subject (40). 
Fellow academic, Rosalind Krauss, attacked Gallop for “contaminating serious 
academic space” and called her work “soft-minded” (41). Nelson writes that Krauss’s 
“quarantining of the feminine or the maternal from the realm of intellectual 
profundity” (42) “was not just quarantining; she was shaming” (42). As mentioned 
previously, Nelson connects the political, the professional and the intimate to explore 
the notion of shame. Because shame is situated in the space between public and 
private, she is able to look at how the shaming of mothers and others happens around 
issues of bodies and gender.  
In keeping with her conviction that there are no clear binaries, Nelson draws 
attention to the ambiguities inherent throughout her motherhood journey. She 
identifies marrying and having a baby as conservative actions, but she in fact finds 
them to be extraordinarily radical and “queer” (13–14). She uses her experience to 
argue that there does not have to be a binary in thought, right-wrong, conservative-
radical, meaning that not everything can be separated into one or the other.  In raising 
issues, but not being dogmatic in her opinions throughout, she makes clear that 
binaries of thought are not necessarily helpful. Nelson draws on Eve Kosofsky 
Sedgwick’s idea of “queer” as something between a binary position for many things 
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“to hold all kinds of resistances and fracturings and mismatches that have little or 
nothing to do with sexual orientation. ‘Queer is a continuing moment, movement, 
motive – recurrent, eddying, troublant,’ she wrote” (28–29). Nelson makes use of the 
“troublant” to push motherhood memoir out of its largely heteronormative comfort 
zone by challenging representations of mothers, sexuality and gender. Nelson’s work 
is similar to Eades’ work in this sense, but compared with the rest of the works 
examined in the last chapter, it represents a radical extension for the genre.  
Nelson further draws attention to how the word “queer” has the ability to 
define and discriminate, but also how it is not really fit for purpose. She flips the gaze 
to discuss what seems “queer” about bodily changes and relationships that are 
considered normal, such as pregnancy and heteronormative relationships. Regarding 
pregnancy, Nelson asks how the process of creating a life can be both queer and a 
symbol of ultimate conformity for women. Again, drawing on Sedgwick’s ideas, she 
asks, “[i]s there something inherently queer about pregnancy itself. Insofar as it 
profoundly alters one’s ‘normal’ state, and occasions a radical intimacy with—and 
radical alienation from—one’s body?” (13–14). She comes to this understanding as 
her body responds to hormonal changes and the rearranging of organs (109) during 
pregnancy at the same time as her partner’s genderqueer body similarly changes 
through the use of hormones and surgery (79). The pregnant belly becomes a 
metaphor for change. “The capaciousness of growing a baby,” she writes. “The way a 
baby literally makes space where there wasn’t space before” (103). She calls for this 
same ability to open to new ideas of gender, of love, of family. Pregnancy and 
motherhood are still areas that are sacrosanct so in analysing the queerness of 
pregnancy, and consistently disrupting expectations in style and content, Nelson is 
poking the reader, demanding a reaction. 
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The body of the text parallels her themes about transition, of bodies changing 
shape. She does so with the use of fragments that break up the text in constantly 
changing lengths and constructions throughout. Compared with more traditional 
forms, these aloof and “disconnected micro-texts” can open a literal and figurative 
space to free up thinking (Segal 151). The white spaces, also of different lengths, are 
a significant element of the text. They give space for new dispositions to breathe. 
These differing spaces may be understood as a signal to take more time to 
contemplate between fragments, or they may indicate more connection between one 
thought and the next. Ben Segal writes that in Nelson’s work each precisely crafted 
fragment can “gain a coherence as a singular work, all the more satisfying for its 
fractures” (151). Nelson’s provocative fragments, although seemingly independent, 
spark ideas throughout the text to create a coherent, non-linear work.  
The positioning of fragments is also significant. For example, Nelson 
juxtaposes the love displayed inside their family home with the hostility to families 
like theirs. This hostility is depicted outside their home at the time when equality in 
marriage was being debated, made legal, and then illegal in California. Inside the 
home a gentle scene shows Nelson intoxicated with her new stepson; she is folding 
tiny socks, making cocoa and playing fallen soldier (10). The next image is of 
placards on the hill showing that many of their neighbours do not think a family such 
as theirs should have equal rights:  
 
The sign depicted four stick figures raising their hands to the sky, in a 
paroxysm of joy—the joy, I suppose, of heteronormativity, here indicated by 
the fact that one of the stick figures sported a triangle skirt. (What is that 
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triangle, anyway” My twat?) PROTECT CALIFORNIA CHILDREN! The 
stick figures cheered. (11) 
 
Nelson’s sardonic humour is an effective tool to show the misinformation at work in 
this scene. She employs another visual reference to build on this later in the text. A 
photograph of her family appears on a Christmas mug her mother has made, and 
Nelson’s friend comments on how heteronormative her family looks. “I’m seven 
months pregnant,” she writes, “with what will become Iggy, wearing a high ponytail 
and leopard print dress; Harry and his son are wearing matching dark suits, looking 
dashing” (13). Ironically, her queer family has come to resemble the stick figures on 
the placards that were aimed to stop a family like hers from being given the same 
rights as the heteronormative families the stick figures are trying to depict. 
Throughout the book Nelson demonstrates the detrimental consequences for 
stable family relationships and the social inequalities that result from discriminatory 
practices. For example, the timing of their marriage is determined by the short 
window of opportunity they have before the law changes back to make it illegal (25); 
they are not counted in the census as a family with two parents, they are counted as a 
single parent family (78), and they must be judged fit by a social worker to adopt Iggy 
(137). At the same time, because their acceptability as a family is only based on the 
visual appearance of what a normal family looks like, they are often given kudos for 
being a normal family (90), such as when Nelson is saluted by soldiers at the airport 
because she is pregnant (89). “So this is the seduction of normalcy” (90) she 
responds, “compromised” and “radiant” (89). She further questions why her family 
looks like a heteronormative family and not just a family, and ponders whether such 
distinctions will continue to be made when more families like hers have children (13). 
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She then undercuts the importance of this discussion to return to the complexities of 
what is conservative and what is queer, noting the ironies of the situation:  
 
[T]he conservative anxiety and despair about queers bringing down 
civilization and its institutions (marriage, most notably) is met by the anxiety 
and despair so many queers feel about the failure or incapacity of queerness to 
bring down civilization and its institutions, and their frustration with the 
assimilationist, unthinkingly neoliberal bent of the mainstream GLBTQ+ 
movement, which has spent fine coin begging entrance into two historically 
repressive structures: marriage and the military. (26)  
 
Rendle-Short refers to these undercuts as further queering the essay, encouraging the 
reader to look at things in a new way (3). Each precise fragment builds from the 
previous one to create a cumulative impact and reveal the main thesis of the work: 
“Openness?” (27). In parallel to this, Nelson charts her own life opening up, entering 
a new relationship, parenting a stepchild, having a baby and letting go of her own 
limiting thoughts and beliefs. She writes that becoming a mother changed her 
perceptions on a number of matters such as abortion (94) and mothers: “I secretly felt 
pregnant women were smug in their complaints … I was wrong on all counts—
imprisoned, as I was and still am by my own hopes and fears” (90). She contrasts her 
new experiences and changing ideas, with society’s restrictive structures and thinking, 
detailing how gender is seen as a fixed and defining characteristic, and the negative 
impact this has had on her family. Simply buying a pumpkin for Halloween is 
difficult when Harry’s appearance does not match the gender-specific personal 
pronoun on the card he is using to pay for it (89). In addition, when Harry gets the 
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recognition he has always wanted, in a New York Times review, a Mr or Ms is 
required as a convention (137). Nelson draws attention to the limitations of language 
and its parallel with fixed views about gender and suggests one way to increase 
understanding is to “become alert to the multitude of possible uses, possible contexts, 
the wings with which each word can fly” (8). In this she admires her stepson’s 
inventiveness as he plays at being a Baby Bear that has to pronounce B’s in every 
word. He has developed a new word to fit the step-parenting relationship. He calls her 
“Bombi” – this is close to Mommy, but it is not Mommy. She is not the biological 
mother and she is caught in a feud about the custody arrangements and the child’s 
word choice reflects that. Her stepson has undertaken an act of production because 
there is no reproduction to be had. This subtle example encapsulates the interplay in 
the book of language, identity, family and mother subjectivity.  
As with Eades and Robertson, Nelson explores the “slipperiness” (112) of 
identity. In their works these writers had to establish their own identities in defiance 
of prevailing binaries or established motherhood myths. Nelson recalls that when 
forced to choose an animal as a “totem” she chose an otter because it was another 
identity that she felt she “could shimmy out of” (112). She writes that at the time it 
was important for her “[t]o feel small, slick, quick, amphibious, dexterous, capable” 
(112). Later, as her identity changes to that of a parent, she has come to value the 
pleasures of “obligation” “persistence” and “dependency” (112) that parenting brings. 
Nelson references Butler’s theory of “gender as performance” – that is, that 
the “appearance” of gender is often mistaken as a sign of its internal or inherent truth, 
but Butler argues that identity is produced through the repetitious performance of 
cultural norms, of gender, race, and sexuality (Bodies 15). Nelson provides examples 
of how this enactment of gender occurs. Even in utero, the radiographer draws 
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attention to Nelson’s baby’s penis during an ultrasound and prints images of her 
baby’s genitals for Nelson to keep. The ultrasound technician comments on the baby, 
“[b]oy, he’s sure proud of his stuff” (94). Nelson writes, “Let him stay oblivious—for 
the first and last time, perhaps—to the task of performing a self for others, to the fact 
that we develop, even in utero, in response to a flow of projections and reflections 
ricocheting off us” (94-95). While challenging gendered binaries, Nelson 
acknowledges her own gendered thinking, acknowledging that she thought pregnant 
women complained for no reason before she was one (90) and noting that she does 
not seek out childcare books written by women (44).  
Nelson explores the boundaries of writing honestly and openly as a mother, 
particularly drawing attention to the body and bodily desires. She points to a tradition 
of maternal body narratives which examine the mother “as a sexual being, and 
mothering as a potentially erotic desire and act” (12). She notes it is male writers, 
Barthes, Conrad and Ginsberg, who are known for having written about their 
mothers’ bodies (106). “The writer is someone who plays with his mother’s body, 
Barthes wrote. But sometimes the writer is also the mother. (Mobius strip)” (40). 
Nelson, like Eades reclaims the right to write her body and its desires, “[w]e have a 
right to our kink and our fatigue both" (110). In doing so, she demands that women 
talk realistically about maternal bodies, and show the depth of the connection with a 
child that has not been openly discussed as a “love affair” (44). “I don’t want an eros, 
or a hermeneutics, of my baby. Neither is dirty, neither is mirthful, enough” (20).  
‘Good’ mothers are often assumed to be without sexual agency, because all 
their focus should be on their children (Frye189). Nelson presents an argument that 
society’s anxieties about bodies have in fact become “deviant” and “radical”, and that 
this is made clear by the hypocritical view that women should be available to pleasure 
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their husbands as soon as possible after delivering a baby. She employs Sedgwick’s 
use of the word queer for such behavior:  
 
In an age all too happy to collapse the sodomitical mother into the MILF, how 
can rampant, ‘deviant’ sexual activity remain the marker of radicality? What 
sense does it make to align ‘queer’ with “sexual deviance,” when the 
ostensibly straight world is having no trouble keeping pace? (110)  
 
Ultimately Nelson calls on readers to open their minds to new thoughts to allow 
others their freedom to be real, and to express themselves beyond gender 
performativity and shame.  
Dymond and Willey point out “certain categories of women are removed from 
the possibility of being ‘good’ mothers even before they begin” because they are 
outside of the heteronormative nuclear family (15-16). Nelson shows she understands 
this when she explores her role as a step-parent, as well as being part of a “queer 
family”. She writes, “[p]arents are Hallmark-sacrosanct, but stepparents are 
interlopers, self-servers, poachers, pollutants, and child molesters” (21).  
Nelson’s work can be seen as the apotheosis of contemporary motherhood 
memoirs that go beyond traditional formats and into the realms of philosophy, 
psychology, politics, gender identity. Nelson’s work is an exemplar text that shows 
the exciting possibilities of mother writing. It presents a thought provoking and often 
humorous story of mothering that navigates between complex theories and everyday 
realities. She takes mother writing beyond the revolution that O’Reilly called for by 
considering queerness and motherhood together to offer new insights. The Argonauts 
adds diversity to the field by offering a new distinctive voice that explores different 
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Coda: on “Binding” 
My creative work “Binding” is a 70,000-word autobiographical text that aims to 
portray the complexity of mothering. It connects the personal story with the social and 
political context within which this mothering happens. “Binding” draws from Rich’s 
analysis of mothering/motherhood as both empowering and disempowering. It aims to 
celebrate the life-changing moments of mothering and interrogate the changes to 
identity, status and power in the family and in society that mothers can experience. I 
offer a perspective based on my profession as a social worker and my experience, 
with a particular focus on single motherhood and domestic violence and the 
associated themes of agency, power and selfhood. My memoir seeks to be an 
empowering text and to fill a gap by providing a narrative from a single mother’s 
perspective that describes a first-hand experience having left an abusive marriage.  
“Binding” was written with a desire to enact Podnieks and O’Reilly’s 
understanding of mother writing as a “political, personal and creative” (2) narrative 
that challenges motherhood myths. It draws on feminist maternal thought and shows 
empowered examples of mothering, as called for by Podnieks and O’Reilly (18), but 
it also shows that the protagonist is not always empowered. This issue of agency is 
represented in the title “Binding”, which aims to be ambiguous and multidimensional. 
The title connects with the idea of marriage as a bounded and bonded relationship. In 
addition, the concept of binds at an individual, family and social level is laced 
throughout the text, aiming to reflect how relationships, ideas and social structures 
can be supportive or restrictive and sometimes both. The binds explored in this work 
are multifarious and include marriage, abusive relationships, parent-child 
attachment/bonding and friendship. Most are explored from a personal and a 
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professional perspective. Social work theory is incorporated in the text next to Lynn’s 
lived experience of relationships to create a nuanced representation of motherhood. 
Unlike motherhood memoirs that focus on the transition and early years of 
motherhood, the work explores the reality of the long-term commitment of mothering.  
The time period of this text is approximately twenty years, from the mid-
1990s to 2014, during a time when politically, single mothers were in focus and 
changes in Family Court processes favoured shared parenting over protection from 
violence (Simmonds 39). In writing “Binding” I wanted to connect the political and 
the personal throughout to show the real-life consequences for families when policies, 
laws and attitudes intersect and impact the daily lives of mothers. The final third of 
the manuscript focuses on a single mother negotiating oppressive social structures, 
workplaces, courts, Child Support Agency and schools, as examples of institutions 
that do not support families who are outside of the conventional norm as well as they 
could. Such themes are also found in Reaching One Thousand. Like Robertson, I 
quote from a government agency letter. The letter is reproduced to show how 
disconnected the agency seems from the realities of life for the families they are 
making decisions about (264). I do this to demonstrate how, contrary to its name, The 
Child Support Agency does not offer support, and I am interested to show how, 
particularly for single mothers, each interaction with a social institution can remove 
agency rather than empower. Like Robertson, I too feel bound by the gendered 
expectation on mothers to undertake unpaid care work, although no equal expectation 
is placed on fathers, or society to provide for care for its citizens, or to acknowledge 
the care work that is primarily undertaken by women.  
The individual, family and societal factors influencing relationships are woven 
together throughout the story like a braid or plait. The braid is also the central 
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metaphor in the text as the bind that counters the restrictive social binds. The braid is 
held together solely by women’s own work and resources. Lynn refers to the braid her 
grandmother crafted: “She didn’t need hair bands to tie my hair in place; she 
somehow bound the hair together without additional resources” (131). The braid 
becomes a symbol of the silent, loving connection between generations of women and 
girls in this family. Silence is written into the work throughout for different reasons, 
mostly to reflect the invisibility of mothering, the silencing of the mother voice, and 
silence on the issue of domestic violence. In this instance, however, the connection 
through braiding is performed in silence because of the inability of each mother or 
grandmother to know how to communicate with words what is so profound and 
heartfelt with daughters or granddaughters. This silence reflects the limitations of 
language to reflect the emotions involved; instead, the braid is the language of service 
delivered through touch and the broader silent support women can offer each other, 
“like an underground movement” (232). Touch is so often the tool of mothers and 
vital to the development of the bond between children and their parents. To explore 
these concepts I write into two chapters feelings, theories and experiences of what is 
known as attachment and bonding. Such positive binds work to counter the negative 
restrictive social binds some mothers find they have to negotiate. The plait 
exemplifies both the connection that exists between Lynn and her children, as well as 
the silence and disconnection between them. Lynn is torn between telling her children 
too much and not telling them enough as she wants them to be safe, but not burdened 
and conflicted. She finds conflict can occur between mothers and daughters when too 
much has been shared, because of the interwoven nature of the binds, which they also 
have with their father. Lynn also is aware of the impact of shame when people know 
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too much. This adds another layer to the themes of silence, knowledge and wisdom 
explored throughout.  
Writing rarely discussed intimate details of a life can be seen as a personal, 
creative and a political act. Domestic violence is a significant social and criminal 
issue in Australia and around the world, but this has only recently been reported as 
part of crime statistics in Australia. There has been a silence on the issue and inaction, 
until recent years because this issue has moved from being seen as a personal issue to 
a more political issue. Family violence is now reported on at length, and it is a 
political topic, but rarely are survivors asked to tell their stories (McDonald-Harker 
254). For this reason, domestic violence survivor and campaigner, Rosie Batty, writes 
to this purpose in her book A Mother’s Story (2015): “I hope I have forced that 
uncomfortable truth out into the open” (221).  
In writing the details of these experiences and reflecting on them as a story, I 
believe that literature can be a vehicle for humanising statistics, such as those quoted 
from the Gender Equality Fact Sheet 2018 in Chapter One, and be the impetus for 
social change (Kuechle 219). Such explorations can show how such statistics can 
relate to a person’s life, the struggles they face, and the nuances of power in personal 
relationships and in society. Building on Helen Buss’s idea that “[m]emoir offers a 
mode to repossess ways of knowing the world and the self that does not divide the 
heart from the head” (xxv) combining statistics, essay and research with life 
experiences in memoir is one way to do this. I attempt to show the connection 
between ideas about mothers, the social institutions that act on those ideas, and their 
impacts on real lives.  
The first experience of the empowering and disempowering elements that 
mothering can bring to a woman’s life often occurs when a woman is about to become 
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a mother and has little knowledge of what to expect. Women who are about to give 
birth are often at their most vulnerable and may lack knowledge of pregnancy and 
childbirth. At the same time, birthing a child can be seen as the height of the power of 
a woman’s body. The feat of carrying and delivering a new life can be seen as heroic. 
Hospitals are the institutions where this drama is played out, as shown in the chapter 
titled, “The Getting of Wisdom”. The week before giving birth in a hospital Lynn is in 
a power play with a patronising specialist about intervention in the birth. ‘Good’ 
mothers in such a situation would follow the advice of the specialist. Lynn, however, 
argues against intervention (134). When she delivers successfully, the medical 
profession acknowledges that they will learn from this, but she realises her own 
ignorance about her body and the risks she had taken (140-141). The scene in which 
the transition to motherhood takes place is composed in such a way, to bring together 
the themes of knowledge and ignorance as significant themes throughout the text. 
From pregnancy onwards Lynn must challenge her own knowledge gained from her 
profession as a social worker against the knowledge she gains from her experiences of 
being a mother. There are constant references to this as in the naming of her daughter 
Sonia (meaning wisdom), and the title of the chapter, “The Getting of Wisdom” (a 
reference to Henry Handel Richardson’s 1910 novel of the same name, where the 
protagonist challenges the traditional education of women). The value of “book 
knowledge” versus experience plays out in the trope of Lynn being both an “expert” 
in her profession as a social worker and ignorant about so much of what she is 
experiencing. The relationship between power and knowledge is also unearthed in this 
way in interpersonal relationships and social and political forces.  
The empowering and disempowering elements that mothering brings to a 
woman’s life lead to a tension in Lynn’s life, and this is replicated stylistically in the 
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text throughout. The parallel experience of breastfeeding her newborn is shown as 
contrasting chapters in the text to exemplify this. The Prologue, (which draws from 
Giuffre’s work) (107), is a flash-forward showing Lynn as a casual lecturer, 
breastfeeding her second child in the university car park between tutorials. Lynn has 
left her previous secure management role because it didn’t offer her the ability to 
work part-time, and she has taken a casual role. She has no office and no place to 
breastfeed. The Prologue aims to build tension as Lynn confronts the real-life 
implications of this loss of job certainty, status and income, and she experiences the 
ways in which intimate relationships can change as a result.  
In the Prologue, Lynn’s experience breastfeeding her second child in the 
carpark of the university where she is a casual lecturer, is in stark contrast to her 
experience breastfeeding her first child in the chapter titled, “Wonder-watching” 
when she is on paid maternity leave. In “Wonder-watching” she is breastfeeding in 
peaceful domestic surroundings. As the title indicates, Lynn is in awe of her baby and 
her own body’s ability to deliver and sustain a child. All her senses are heightened. 
She begins to see her body as powerful and unknown, as opposed to the messages she 
has received about her body throughout her life: “Nevertheless, my body – which, 
before falling pregnant, I had viewed as inadequate in some way, too generous in 
parts, too stingy in others – now appeared to me as incredibly capable.” (143). This 
chapter celebrates the power of building a bond with a baby as it also celebrates the 
power of the mother body. As noted in earlier chapters, such corporeality is employed 
in motherhood writing to counter the cultural practices that render pregnant and 
mother bodies as incapable, or causes them to be presented in unrealistic ways. This 
draws on the work of Johnson (1999) and Nelson (2015) who have narrated the 
mother body intimately and worked against the limiting power of shame to do so. 
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As well as hospitals and her workplaces, Lynn must interact with additional 
institutions as a result of becoming a mother (Centrelink, schools), and later as a 
single parent, (Family Law courts and Child Support Agency). She finds these 
institutions not supportive to families, despite their purpose to be so. The issue of 
power is explored at a personal and societal level within institutions of motherhood, 
marriage, Family Court, school and so on. The Family Court’s processes allow for a 
continuing power play between parents during separation. The impact of the tension 
in the relationship with Lynn’s ex-partner is exacerbated by the protracted court 
process. The children become either disempowered or empowered. This is explored in 
the chapters “My Situation” where Sonia has become anxious and doesn’t want to go 
to school (259) and “The Year of Upside Downs” where Olivia creates a game to act 
out power plays that exist around the children (289). 
The use of silence as a stylistic device is heightened in the scenes relating to 
domestic violence. The victim’s silence is an integral aspect of the abuse of power in 
relationships. With this in mind, I have sought to keep the dialogue sparse and make 
use of silence stylistically in many ways throughout. The first time the protagonist 
experiences violence from her husband she doesn’t say anything and everyone around 
her doesn’t say anything. The experience of what seems like a one-off, out-of-
character act of violence is unreal and disorienting: “If the removalists saw anything, 
they said nothing. If the young crowds passing to and from the beach saw anything, 
they said nothing. Andrew said nothing. I assumed he was ashamed of his behaviour, 
so I said nothing” (157). Later, after another incident, “I remember thinking there 
should have been a thwack or a bang, but there was no sound. The children didn’t 
wake. No one came running. No siren approached” (176).  
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The tension builds in the chapter “Snow Dome” set in a local court where the 
protagonist and other women, are trying to end violence from their partners. They are 
silent and silenced by the institutional framework of the court system; they are 
physically locked away (247), although they have come to court to speak out against 
this treatment. They are locked in a silent glass dome and the court events are not 
reported. The women and children are locked inside it while the perpetrators and their 
lawyers walk freely outside, laughing and back-slapping. Being inside the glassed-in 
room keeps the women and children silent, but anyone can see them (and the societal 
problem they expose). The glass snow dome works as a metaphor for the silence on 
this issue at a societal level. The women can also see out to the freedom the men are 
given. The women’s bodies show signs of abuse, their behavior shows signs of 
powerlessness. “Toddlers quietly held toys, babies quietly held their mothers, mothers 
quietly held cardboard cups filled with coffee. We could have been mistaken for a 
very dull playgroup” (247). 
This situation has been allowed to continue on the basis that what goes on in a 
home is private and shouldn’t be exposed. Consequently, a woman’s own home is the 
least safe place for her to be. It is primarily motherhood that moves women out of the 
workforce to be more in their homes, and when a woman is pregnant or has had a 
baby, there is an increased likelihood that domestic violence will start. This clear link 
between motherhood and domestic violence makes it a pertinent topic of discussion 
for motherhood memoir, particularly as the connection between the two has been 
understudied (McDonald-Harker 252). 
In “Binding” Lynn chooses not to reach out for support due to the shame and 
stigma associated with her situation. She chooses to say nothing, even when feeling 
the sting of the barbs thrown at her, because as a single mother she is mothering 
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outside of the normative family model and is therefore judged as not being a ‘good’ 
mother. Mothers who are survivors of domestic violence are often criticised and 
stigmatised for failing to meet the dominant ideology’s expectations of a ‘good’ 
mother also (7-8). When a family member asks Lynn, “Why can’t you be a normal 
family for once?” (293) Lynn’s inability to respond or challenge this treatment by her 
family shows her feelings of powerlessness against such strongly held social 
perceptions. Connected to this is the range of covers placed over items in the family 
home, which can be seen as a metaphor for the idea that houses hold truths that should 
not be exposed, and it is the role of women to cover them up (242).  
Silence is also linked to the invisibility of parenting/mother work, which 
happens largely inside homes. Lynn notes, “I suppose parenting had been happening 
all around us, but parenting, like poverty, can be invisible if you choose not to notice 
it” (146). This silence is linked to “unmasking motherhood” to reveal secrets that 
mothers have kept from other mothers and this is a key conceptual issue in 
motherhood memoir. Underpinning this is a deeper history of exclusion in story-
telling of the first-person subjective mother experience.  
Smith and Watson note that, “[a]gency can come from telling or withholding 
stories” (45). People mostly tell stories that are consistent with the cultural scripts 
available to them, so agency can come when people change these cultural scripts. For 
this reason, the manuscript locates the secret life of the family within a social context. 
“Binding” attempts to explore the tension between the public and the personal, 
reinforcing the feminist ethos that the personal is political. For this reason, it is hoped 
that “Binding” has the power of a social change text. 
I have written “Binding” with O’Reilly’s call for empowered mothering 
examples in motherhood memoir in mind. I have attempted to ensure “Binding” is 
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political, personal and creative. Empowered mothering examples in “Binding” appear 
more in the third section of the book, and include leaving a violent relationship, going 
to court to fight for protection, advocating for improved care of children at school, 
advocating for before-and after-school care and so on. However, there are many 
examples in the text that show mothering that is not empowered. A key position this 
work seeks to advance is its assessment that agency for mothers is not 
straightforward. In writing my creative work I have found that exploring agency is not 
straightforward. My creative work contributes to stories that show how becoming a 
mother can still profoundly change the life situations of many women, just as it did 
for the women writing their mothering experiences in Brown’s analysis in 2006. Just 
as they were unprepared for the structural impacts of motherhood, so too was Lynn. 
Lynn loses her employment, her status and her independent financial security. 
Consequently, much of “Binding” shows a protagonist not empowered in her own 
home. Even leaving the relationship does not ensure freedom from intimidation from 
her ex-husband and the processes of the Family Law system actually can exacerbate 
such conflict. 
The truth of Lynn’s mothering experience lies somewhere between strength 
and vulnerability. Therein lies a complication with a portrayal of feminist mothering 
in relation to O’Reilly’s call. If the only purpose of this creative work was to show 
empowered acts, the opportunity to explore the abuse of power in relationships would 
be missed. Through my experience of writing “Binding” I have come to believe there 
can be a difference between an empowered and an empowering text, and that writing 
an empowering mother text may not have to involve protagonists who are always 
empowered. Writing the text in this way has allowed me to reflect on issues of power 
at a social, political, economic and intimate level.  
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Such nuances of power are evident in McDonald-Harker’s research which 
involved collecting narratives of mothers who are survivors of domestic violence: 
 
[M]arginalised abused mothers do not remain powerless in the face of 
hegemonic intensive mothering discourses that encourage and fortify their 
alienation and oppression as mothers. They outright resist these intensive 
mothering discourses and, in doing so, find ways to support their own self-
definitions as mothers, ones that are empowering and not repressive. (258)  
 
My personal experience as portrayed in “Binding” is similar to what other women 
have said in the research findings about their experiences. “Binding” shows Lynn, 
even under the extreme stress of living in an abusive situation, to be resourceful and 
independent. She finds ways to feed her family when suffering financial abuse and 
she finds a way to furnish their house when she has left her husband and has no job or 
money by drawing on the kindness of others. Although not empowered, while living 
within a disempowering situation she engages in small acts of sabotage, finding 
money in pockets and twisting buttons on her husband’s shirt and stretching the 
elastic in his boxer shorts (279).  
Writing from the perspective of a survivor of domestic violence and a single 
mother, I connect with Louise D'Arcens’ and Anne Collett’s assessment when they 
write, “[t]here is a highly divergent but also remarkably persistent negotiation of the 
contrary forces of belonging and separation between the woman life writer and the 




[i]t is in the way that they choose to represent their lives, the prerogatives of 
silence they renounce or evoke, the secrets and injustices they expose or 
conceal, even the loyalties and intimacies they betray, that threaten to fracture 
the sociability on which, ironically, they also depend to find an audience for 
their self-narratives. (6)  
 
Due to the shame and often the blame placed on the woman, there has been silence 
around the issue of domestic violence and single parenting. The associated shame and 
silence both add to its power of oppression. Therefore, it is within this context of 
“unsociable sociability” that I locate “Binding” and the importance of giving women 
in such situations a voice through the vehicle of motherhood memoir as one option. 
The originality of this work is its ability to explore motherhood and mothering 
from the perspective of a mother and a social worker. As a social worker and as a 
mother who is sometimes “social worked,” Lynn is sometimes in alliance with social 
forces and at other times she is excluded from them. Writing from both the 
professional and personal perspectives shows the complexities and fullness of 
mothers’ lives. As Pamela Douglas argues there are new insights to be gathered at the 
intersection of professional and personal discourses, and this further complicates 
issues of power, self and agency (121). Lynn is inside the social work profession. She 
has been trained in its theory, practices and ethos. But she also becomes subject to it 
as a client. She was taught that her profession is objective and evidence-based, but she 
realises that it has been influenced by a set of unconscious values and assumptions 
impacted by socio-economic, cultural, religious and political forces over time, such as 
the deficit family model. And she herself has been subjected to these same forces.  
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In her professional capacity Lynn writes parenting publications based on the 
evidence about what leads to the best outcomes for children. She finds that some of 
this evidence has been influenced by ideas of normative parenting and ideologies 
about gender roles. For example, the research on attachment does not include an equal 
number of experiments with fathers, or extended families or childcare, but focuses on 
the mother due to a gendered cultural assumption that the mother alone is the best 
possible carer of children. These experiments become the evidence base that cannot 
be argued against because it has been undertaken objectively, despite the major 
assumption underlying such experiments. Understanding these underlying 
assumptions behind the evidence allows for a broader and deeper engagement with 
the myths of motherhood because it is this information that mothers are given, and 
their parenting is judged accordingly. Consequently, I aim to interrogate the 
sociological or psychological concepts that social workers use against the realities of 
my own experience. In doing so I challenge ideas of motherhood as performativity, 
along the lines of Butler’s ideas of performing gender, and my work attempts to 
encourage redefinitions by portraying a single woman raising children. It is the 
knowledge gained through the experience of mothering that challenges much of the 
knowledge the protagonist has gained in her profession. I believe fresh insights are 
found at the intersection of expert and client viewpoints in the fields of domestic 
violence, parenting and relationships, and I believe in the power of motherhood 
memoir as a vehicle for this. 
Exposing the gap between the personal and professional discourses reveals the 
complexity and nuances of gendered relations and the associated power relationships. 
In her public life Lynn has agency. She runs a business and lectures at a university. At 
the same time, she only has casual work and she is disempowered in her own home. 
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She teaches a theory of the Cycle of Violence to social work students (176), which 
may well apply to many situations of domestic violence, but she cannot see how it 
applies to hers. At the end of this exploration, “Binding,” argues for an ethos that 
values personal experience alongside intellectual knowledge. This call challenges a 
number of stereotypes, particularly the demonising of single mothers, which has also 
worked to silence them and perhaps prevent women leaving abusive relationships. 
Because they parent outside a non-normative framework, single parents are often 
viewed as having no moral authority. Throughout the manuscript it is shown how this 
happens in small ways on a daily basis, and how this can translate into what becomes 
acceptable social policies that leave women and children living in poverty. It is as 
“Binding” shows, women at their most vulnerable who have to undertake empowered 
acts to challenge such systems in order to allow their family to escape poverty. Lynn 
has to do this with the Child Support Agency (265).  
Batty’s memoir shows how systems that were meant to protect her failed 
because they put the onus on her to protect herself and her son  when she was at her 
most vulnerable. None of the agencies responsible for keeping Rosie and her child 
safe took decisive or appropriate action and the only support she was offered was 
more counselling (176). She shows how gendered stereotypes played out as part of 
this response. She writes:  
If I downplayed the violence and threats, no one took them seriously. But if I 
became hysterical, I was written off as a melodramatic – or mad – woman. 
Decades of exposure to family violence had muted the official response to it, 
and I was suffering for that. (177) 
 
Writing “Binding” has made the ethical issues and the inherent risks of writing 
motherhood memoir tangible. I have found the very risk of hurting others I care 
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deeply about overwhelming. At the same time I feel strongly that this story and others 
like it are important to share and that the people I care deeply about may also benefit 
from understanding this story in the context I have written it. A relational ethical 
consideration often raised is that motherhood memoir may damage others because a 
mother’s autobiography is also a biography of others. As mentioned previously, the 
established dichotomies that follow from having to choose to be either a writer or a 
mother are good or bad mother, public or private, and ethics or betrayal (Robertson 
Mother First 4). This approach has developed from a gendered understanding about a 
mother’s role (Mother First 4) and fails to take into account that, in situations such as 
the breakdown of a marriage, and domestic violence, there is a process whereby the 
previously private story of a family has already been made public and examined by 
court and social welfare systems, and discussed at length by neighbours, friends and 
family. The assessments of courts and welfare agencies are based on predetermined 
categories of deserving or undeserving of assistance. Within this context, one’s family 
story can no longer be considered private, just as Robertson details that as a ‘good’ 
mother she must retell her son’s story every day to therapists, teachers, psychologists 
and many other professionals (Reaching 128).  There is no doubt that in memoir the 
writer has the power to present the story as they choose. Within this context, writing 
one’s own story is empowering and I have found this to be so. This is one of the 
possibilities of motherhood memoir. 
Conscious of all these considerations, I have tried to choose an ethical path 
that has influenced the writing process, its content and style. I have changed names 
and details and dates to de-identify individuals without losing the truth of the matter, 
and I have tried to present ‘characters’ in a balanced way by showing both their 
strengths and vulnerabilities, including mine. I have sought approval and permission 
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to share the story from some people who feature in it, and I waited until both my 
children were adults before making this work available. The ethical considerations are 
further complicated by the subject matter, which identifies instances of domestic 
violence. The desire not to hurt is of great importance to me. I acknowledge that 
telling such a story brings potential harm, but it should also be said that the silence 
that has existed around such issues has already brought great harm to women and 
children.  
Two campaigns have developed over the course of completing this doctorate 
that show how silence on issues of domestic violence and sexual assault have harmed 
women and how widespread this behaviour is. These campaigns were Rosie Batty’s 
advocacy for social change around domestic violence, which began with the death of 
her son at the hands of his father in 2014, and the #MeToo campaign which began in 
2017. These campaigns have highlighted the social and political structures that have 
allowed this abuse to continue. They have also shown the power of women sharing 
their truths to bring about social change. 
 The chapter titled “Wonder Watching” is written in a more lyrical style than 
the rest of the work to reflect the surprise and beauty of falling in love with a baby. 
This moment of attachment and bonding between mother and child is a key and 
profound bind explored in the book in its complexity, compared with the heightened 
fear and tension in “Snow Dome” and the angry tone of “Work/life Wheel” to reflect 
the “rage” that Lynn feels and that Rose referred to (Mothers 18). These tonal shifts 
throughout the text flag the building pressure in the life of the character. I wanted to 
show also that women can tend to direct their rage at other women, particularly those 
tasked with their care and protection, most probably because it is safe to do so. Lynn 
takes this rage out on her mother and her daughter Olivia takes her rage out on her.  
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The chapter, “Wonder Watching”, unlike the rest of the book, hints at a 
metaphysical connection (bind) of mother and child with the rest of the universe, so 
extreme is the feeling of connection experienced by Lynn at that time. This chapter 
also connects the professional thoughts and personal experience that other mother 
writers have explored (Nelson, Douglas). That is, the joy Lynn feels at the birth of her 
child is unexpected, largely because as a social worker, she has been trained to look 
for problems, to look for signs of mental illness in new mothers (146). Her 
profession’s approach assumes that the range of emotions someone can feel in this 
situation must be assessed as either normal or not (149). Her surprise may also reflect 
the past efforts of feminist writers to “unmask” the negative to help to better prepare 
mothers. This chapter in particular also focuses on the shortcomings of the language 
connected to motherhood, in a personal and professional sense (157). The flaws and 
limitations that exist in patriarchal language have been exploited by writers including 
Attwood, Nelson and Cixous and I also draw attention to the limitations in the 
language with reference to the binds being explored within mothering and fathering 
(147).  
Ironically, children as fully realised characters are often missing from 
motherhood memoirs, perhaps because most motherhood memoir has focused on the 
transition to motherhood and the time when children are babies. In “Binding”, I 
devote a chapter titled, “Verbraekennisation” to unpacking childhood in a similar way 
to how I unpack motherhood throughout the manuscript. Tatjana Thelen and Haldis 
Haukenes (2010) argue that childhood and parenthood have been divided into 
separate domains for academic investigation, this has meant that the relationship 
between childhood and parenthood has been left understudied. Much of the 
construction of childhood results from the construction of motherhood, with its 
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expectation of the selfless provision of care and resources. I try to address this in 
“Binding” to show how this can impact on mothers, particularly single mothers if they 
try to do all the things required of a ‘good’ mother as well as perform in a full-time 
job.  
The aesthetic of “Binding” situates the action within a suburban environment. 
It draws on an established Australian aesthetic in which suburbs are illuminated as 
lively because everyday objects can carry symbolic meaning and in a play of public 
and private, the suburbs are seen as a microcosm of the nation (Wright 14). I employ 
a suburban aesthetic to honour the domestic female experience and highlight the 
female suburban sphere as important. It is also the space where children play, are 
educated and spend their time. The suburban backdrop, with reference to the political 
backdrop, serves to show the strength of women and the inequalities they may battle 
daily in each small interaction in their community, with the school and other social 
institutions as they advocate for their children, families or themselves as 
representative of a societal structural inequality. The purpose of including these 
instances in my work is to show the cumulative impact of each of these small daily 
instances. This can work to make the invisible visible and elevate this discussion and 
depictions of mothering among the realms that are considered important in literature. 
In writing “Binding” I aim to portray suburbs as dynamic spaces where women 
silently connect and support each other. At the same time I also aim to show that this 
support can be complicated because these people are also influenced by the myths of 
motherhood and the traditional view of the nuclear family, (as is the protagonist), and 
those judgments come into play.  
Meaning is made from the rooms and items of everyday life. This is exposed 
by the detailed exploration of the items in the house Lynn grew up in. The covers over 
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items such as coat hangers, toilet paper and tissue boxes can represent the containing 
of emotions and the keeping of secrets. In a similar way, the throwing of a die to 
determine who will be in charge of the house that day might reflect a child’s 
confusion about the play for power that she has grown up with. The suburban house is 
a very impactful space where exclusion, represented symbolically as an assemblage of 
family photographs, can be deeply felt. 
The house in the suburbs is the primary unpaid work place for mothering in 
Australia and so this aesthetic is used to highlight the value of mothering. Suburban 
sights and sounds are celebrated, along with the birth of a child. “Kookaburras started 
like old Victa lawn mowers trying to kick over during Sonia’s first feed”, birth cards 
drawn by nieces and nephews sit on the mantelpiece, magnolia trees peep in through 
windows to see a new baby (142). Such descriptions are used throughout to 
sometimes show belonging, but also to show alienation, such as being alone on 
Mother’s Day (291), or only being invited to dinners with partnered friends only if 
there is a single male present (257). Portrayals of characters living in suburbs 
experiencing such ambivalent emotions is common in writing the Australian suburban 
aesthetic (Wright 182). The intimacy of this familiar suburban backdrop allows for 
new thoughts and understanding to develop, as the familiar can be seen in a fresh 
way, just as the familiar objects of her childhood home take on a new significance for 
Lynn when she returns to it as a single mother. 
The performativity of the writing attempts to reflect the impact of the 
performativity of mothering. For example, because domestic violence is a crime, I 
was interested in applying literary devices befitting a crime novel, including 
foreshadowing, suspense, and thriller-paced action. The “Work/Life Wheel” chapter 
is written in short, quick sentences in order to try to capture the stress of trying to 
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meet ‘good’ mother ideals and the impossibility of doing so. As with other 
motherhood memoirs examined in this exegesis, the stylistic considerations match the 
contextual intent of the text to challenge the expectations placed on women and some 
of the myths of motherhood as they have impacted my life. I have worked to capture 
the tension that the family lives with in such a situation, as well as the rage that arises 
from the fact that such a situation can occur. Conscious of O’Reilly’s criticism, I have 
tried to avoid rant; I have tried for revolution, but in agreement with Rose, who writes 
that “the acuity and rage of mothers somehow continue[s] to be one of the best-kept 
secrets of our times” (Essay on Love 18), I wanted to expose some of that rage. Hager 
writes, “[m]otherhood which expresses itself, usually invests so much effort in 
overcoming the silencing created by the social situation, that when it is honest, it will 
not be perfect by definition. It will be complex, often raging” (371). After writing 
such a work I strongly believe there is value in women having the freedom and 
encouragement to express themselves, which may result in works of rant, rage or 
revolution.  
O’Reilly calls for portrayals of empowered mothering in motherhood memoir 
(Stories 370), but in writing about my experience of domestic violence I felt it was 
also necessary to show situations where I was not empowered. I believe it is by 
portraying the power shifts inside a home that lead to domestic violence that the 
complications of agency for mothers in this situation can be explored. I have sought to 
convey the challenges and stigma that impacted me in that situation and therefore not 
all of the portrayal is in keeping with O’Reilly’s desire for empowered examples of 
mothering. But the focus of the work is on the resilience and empowerment of leaving 
the relationship and the years as a single parent. 
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Overall, writing this creative work with the theoretical understanding gained 
from the feminist maternal literature led me to conceive of a difference between an 
empowered text (as outlined by O’Reilly) and an empowering text. The difference 
between the two was that an empowering text may not have to represent women who 
are always empowered, but these texts can be empowering for women to write (and 
hopefully read) because they can show both the losing and the gaining of power or 
agency in a full examination of the complexities of power relations in private, 
professional and social life in contemporary Australia.  
Given the scale of the problem of domestic violence, it is in writing such an 
autobiographical work, where the intricacies of a woman’s agency within a family, a 
workplace and in relation to the state are examined, that this complexity can be 
explored in an impactful way. I offer my creative work in an attempt to show such a 






Motherhood memoir began to be seen as an agent of social change with the 
publication of Rich’s Of Woman Born. It is now more than forty years since that 
publication. The writers analysed in this exegesis show there are still unique 
expressions and explorations of mothering to be delivered. Discussions around 
mothering are as relevant as ever, and new discourses are opening at the intersection 
of the professional and personal, as motherhood memoir shifts its focus beyond the 
transition to motherhood. This thesis with its focus on the creative presentation of the 
thoughts of these writers, as well as their social and political discussions, have 
demonstrated how writing mothering can transform the artistic process and how 
mothering can be transformed by the creation of such art (Dymond and Willey 17). 
The range of texts analysed has shown the possibilities of motherhood 
memoir, and this exegesis has explored the inherent limitations that come with the 
genre. I have drawn on Podnieks, O’Reilly and Tumarkin’s critiques as a framework 
for this analysis. I have surveyed a range of Australian texts and conducted a close 
reading of The Argonauts. These texts could be considered “political, personal and 
creative”, as outlined by Podnieks and O’Reilly (2). Although I find Podnieks and 
O’Reilly’s analysis a useful way to view and approach mother writing, I ultimately 
argue that O’Reilly’s dualistic “rant or revolution” framing is a limited way to see 
motherhood memoir. The experience of writing my own motherhood memoir has 
further led me to argue that O’Reilly’s expectation that these texts should show 
empowered mothering (Stories 370) may limit the full expression and possible 
exploration of mothers’ agency.  
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In response to Tumarkin’s criticisms that motherhood memoir has become too 
formulaic and predictable (186), these books show a combination of approaches 
which do justice to this rich, important and complex subject. The fluid movement 
between styles in these works resonates powerfully with the notion of multiple selves. 
The positive assertion of the identities associated with the various elements of a 
mother’s personal and professional life can intersect in a motherhood memoir. This is 
also reflective of the broad range of discourses that are present in contemporary 
motherhood memoir. The writers of the texts examined in this exegesis have found 
forms that can do this complexity justice.   
My intention with “Binding” is to create a political, personal and creative 
work that offers a unique perspective and new explorations in the maternal writing 
space. “Binding” attempts to be a social change text, written with O’Reilly’s criteria 
in mind by disrupting the depiction of mothers, including single mothers and mothers 
who have survived abuse, and in this sense it offers examples of empowered 
mothering. However, I do not agree that all motherhood memoirs must be written in 
such a way or with such intent. Rather than conceiving of these works in a dualistic 
way of rant or revolution, I suggest it may be more empowering to allow mothers the 
creative freedom to write their experience as they choose in order to encourage a 




1 The word mother is used throughout this thesis with the intention to include forms of care, such as fostering or 
step mothering, for example, it is not limited to a relationship between a biological parent and child. 
 
2 Ivana Brown used the snowball method on online bookstores and excluded advice books, academic analyses and 
books of fiction or poetry. “They vary in scope and focus (from pregnancy and childbirth to raising teenagers), 
format (edited volume of short essays, memoirs) as well as by their authors, feminist activists, novelists, journalists 
and ‘regular’ women” (210).  
 
3 Rich has much to be angry about, not least of all, when she wants an operation to be sterilised, she must have her 
husband’s permission and provide good reasons to an all-male committee as to why she does not want more 
children (29-30).  
 
4 Sociological research with mothers consistently shows the need for a diversity of mothers to be heard, which is 
what motherhood memoir can offer. One study of 790 mothers who had eight or nine-month-old babies in 1994, 
led perinatal researcher, Judith Lumley, to conclude, “It was this ‘being heard’ that women, especially women who 
were depressed, sought from their partners, their friends, their families and the health professionals” (Brown et al. 
262). In 1999, Wendy Leblanc’s interviews with Australian and New Zealand mothers revealed: “Many feel 
cheated—robbed of the right to revel in this most unique of human experiences by a culture which tends to view 
motherhood as the doing of nothing” (8). I make use of this term, “the doing of nothing” in my creative work. Tina 
Miller’s research in 2005 followed mothers through their first year in the UK, and used fieldwork with mothers in 
Bangladesh and the Solomon Islands to look at the narratives mothers constructed. She summarises: “It is, then, 
the narrowly focused and limited repertoire of possible story lines that exist around mothering that we urgently 
need to challenge” (160). This is the possibility of motherhood memoir. 
 
5 It is worth noting that Douglas and Michaels identified this in 2004, before the advent of social media, which can 
be seen to only have intensified this. 
 
6 A growing body of psychological and sociological research suggests that personal narratives can shape social 
capital, collective identification and change the perception of readers to be more understanding, thereby literally 
bringing about personal and social change. Paula Moya (2013) proposes that literature shapes the frameworks 
readers use to approach books, including attitudes toward race, class and gender. She argues that readers bring 
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different schemas (ways of perceiving, feeling, and acting influenced by past experiences) to their reading which 
interact with a book. She believes in literature’s transformative potential for illuminating alternative schemas. 
Motherhood memoir may also provide a conceptual link between thinking and becoming for mother readers. 
Drawing on Hazel Markus and Paula Nurius’ (1986) concept of possible selves to represent individual’s ideas of 
what they might become, what they would like to become and what they are afraid of becoming, possible selves 
may function as incentives for future behaviour and provide an evaluative and interpretive context for the current 
view of self. 
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